TURNING CLOTHING
INTO GEAR
SITKA® GEAR 2012

OUR APPROACH:
Environment, Weather, Terrain.

Our approach to performance hunting apparel is systematic. Constructing
the most functional designs from the most technical performance fabrics
and insulations, then combining them in various strategic combinations,
Sitka systems withstand the exertion level, temperature, wind and
precipitation of any hunting scenario.

on the cover:
Whether it be a 24 hour mountain bike race or a “multi week backpack”
sheep hunt, Sitka Athlete Kiviok Hight charges harder than most. Shown
here on top of the world in Alaska’s Brooks Range, Kiviok takes watch
while his friend John Jezioro enjoys some alpine sun.
Sitka Athlete Mark Seacat in Eastern Montana with his 2011 Antelope. PHOTO: Chris Awe
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The sitka system
Layering 101

Layering

SYSTEMS

If you’re perusing this catalog, it’s
safe to say you’ve passed “Layering
101,” moved beyond bulky “quad
parka systems” and understand
the purpose of next-to-skin layers,
insulating layers and outerwear.
You’re stepping up your game.
No two hunts are alike and no two
layering systems are the same. Every
component of a Sitka system has a
unique function to accommodate a
unique approach to a singular end
purpose: comfort and the enhanced
focus that comes from it. Hunting
is a chess match where every move
counts. If you’re distracted by
discomfort, you make bad decisions.
Bad decisions lead to bad results.
It’s really as simple as that.

Next-to-skin
Pulls moisture away from
skin to keep you dry.
insulation
Traps warm air to regulate
your core temperature.
outerwear
Protective barrier to repel
moisture and stop wind.

Our line hasn’t grown to its current
breadth and depth for no reason.
Every piece is the direct result
of a need we either experienced
personally in the field, or heard
enough from trusted users. Assemble
the system or systems that provide
optimal comfort for your approach,
then settle in and pick a spot.

open country

elevated forest

waterfowl

Open country hunts call for superior weather protection and breathability, whether you’re
putting it on or taking it off. Additionally, mobility is a primary factor as immense amounts of
ground are often covered. Sitka’s Open Country line addresses all of these demands.

Forest hunts are dictated by long periods of inactivity and perseverance. Core warmth and minimal
noise aren’t “nice-to-haves”, but requirements. Sitka’s Elevated Forest systems respond with
technical fabrics and efficient insulation.

Waterfowl hunts call for an uncompromised water barrier, consistent warmth, and lightweight
functionality. Unlike traditional waterfowl gear, Sitka also addresses maximized mobility and
rapid shouldering of a shotgun without snagging on bulky apparel.
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Technology

Concealment Science

open country

>

Face fabrics add the utmost durability and minimum weight. The smooth woven face dries
quickly and offers excellent packability--great for the overnighter in a tent. The GORE™
OPTIFADE™ Concealment Open Country pattern is optimized for engagement ranges of 35
meters or more, mountain or open environments, and stalking prey with minimal coverage.
This is how we define Open Country.

Predator or prey?
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
(inventors of GORE-TEX®
fabric) are at the forefront of
concealment technology with
their new GORE™ OPTIFADE™
Concealment family of patterns.
Until now, modern camouflage
patterns have been designed to
perform in retail environments
and look good to humans.
Instead of using humans as the
ultimate test, Gore assembled
the world’s leading experts in
animal vision and concealment
technology. Using sophisticated
testing, concealment was looked
at through the eyes of prey and
designed to avoid their detection.
Prey animals scan their world
quickly looking for threats in the
form of anomalies in the optic
array. As long as none are
detected, no threat is perceived
and they are not alarmed.

TECHNOLOGY

Open country pursuits run the gamut of moderate to high activity peppered with periods of
pure motionlessness. Sitka’s Open Country system responds brilliantly to the varying activity
level and quickly changing weather conditions that come with glassing open bowls, tiptoeing
through aspen groves, battling scree fields, and generally covering miles at a time. Moisture
management is the central theme of this line—the key to keeping you comfortable and active.
Choose additional layers to accommodate forecasted conditions, as well as, the unknown.

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment open country pattern
as seen through the eyes of a mule deer

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment open country pattern
as seen through the eyes of a Human

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment elevated forest pattern
as seen through the eyes of a whitetail deer

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment elevated forest
pattern as seen through the eyes of a Human

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment waterfowl pattern as
seen through the eyes of waterfowl

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ concealment waterfowl pattern as
seen through the eyes of a human

elevated forest
We like truths. The longer you are in your stand, the better your chance of success. The Forest
system honors this general truth with pieces patterned to fit close to the body--making long,
extended sits bearable. Anchored by our core layering system, the Elevated Forest outerwear
pieces drive a balance toward R-values and quietness. We’ve increased loft without adding
weight, brushed face fabrics for soundless movement, and eliminated unnecessary features
that add noise. The GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Forest pattern factors in the distance and
extreme angles of engagement in this vertical environment. This is how we define Forest.

waterfowl
The best waterfowl hunting can take place in the worst weather. Armed with this understanding,
we developed systems centered around the most effective technical outerwear fabric technologies available and worked our way in. Insulating layers were designed to maximize warmth with
minimal bulk to enable rapid mounting of a shotgun and fluid swings. Like all Sitka systems,
next-to-skin moisture management is key to the functionality of all system pieces and are essential for maximized comfort. The GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Waterfowl pattern utilized
is optimized for typical approach vectors and has factored in the constant movement of ducks
and geese as well as the unique eye physiology of waterfowl. Concealment, mobility, and weather
protection build the foundation. This is how we define Waterfowl.
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OPEN COUNTRY

“One more for four” was the mantra this spring
for Sitka Athlete Adam Foss, who set out to claim
his place in history as the youngest hunter to take
all North American Wild Sheep with a bow. A run
that began in Alberta with a Bighorn 6 years ago,
culminated in the drought plagued desert of Carmen
Island, Mexico, with the Foss family ritual feed the
bird. For the full story in “Quest for the Four, Parts
I – IV” visit sitkainsight.com.
PHOTOS: Seacat Creative.

open country
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open country line
Next–To–Skin

The Core Crew wicks moisture off
the surface of your skin to keep you
comfortable throughout the hunt. With
scent control in mind, the Core fabric
incorporates silver encapsulated
technology to help reduce odor
causing bacteria. Available in short
sleeve and long sleeve.

The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin
layer designed to literally pull moisture
off the surface of your skin. This enables
you to remain comfortable over a wide
range of conditions and exertion levels.
The Core fabric also utilizes silver
encapsulated technology that helps
reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam Construction
• Available in Short or Long Sleeve

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

SS STYLE: 10006 LS STYLE: 10012
COLORS

STYLE: 10011
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$89

RETAIL Solid:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

(SS) $45 (LS) $69

M – XXL

$79

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

(SS) $49 (LS) $79

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

COLORS

core bottom

Core boxers

The Core Series bottoms can be effectively worn under any of our pants or
bibs, and were created to help reduce
odor, provide warmth, and keep you
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed
to ensure a full range of motion while
virtually adding no extra bulk.

The Core Series Boxers draw moisture
away from the body to effectively
reduce sweat, odor, and discomfort.
Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10014

STYLE: 10013
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

S – 3XL

$69

COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – XXL

$35

Merino Core Zip-T

Merino Next–To–Skin

Sharing the same features as the Core
Zip-T, but with a higher heat-to-weight
ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T will
regulate your body temperature, move
moisture away from your skin and
provide natural odor resistance.

OPEN COUNTRY

The moisture wicking ability and
comfort of our 4-way stretch Core
Series Next-To-Skin layers provide an unparalleled next-to-skin
wearing experience. Essential
for any hunt, these lightweight
garments pull moisture off the
surface of your skin; keeping you
dry from the inside out. When you
are dry, you stay cool when its hot
and warm when its not. To minimize the stench of game spooking
Body Odor, the Core Series utilizes
silver encapsulated technology,
which kills odor-causing bacteria
on contact.

core zip-t

Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

why sitka’s merino wool?

>

>

essential for any hunt

open country line

core crew (ss & ls)

Merino wool has long been
recognized as a superior high
performance fabric: excellent
at regulating body temperature,
wicking moisture away from the
skin, and retaining warmth even
when wet.

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10008
COLORS

Not all Merino is the same. Fiber
processing, textile manufacture
techniques, construction and fit
impact wool quality.

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$129

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL Solid:

M – XXL

$119

Merino core bottom

Sitka’s Merino wool comes from
growers with sustainable and
holistic production values. Our
manufacturing facility is a key
supplier for many prominent and
discerning athletic wear makers.
Sitka’s Merino wool is circular
knit. It comes off the machine in
a tube. For solid colors, we turn
the face inside prior to dyeing.
This results in less face abrasion,
better pilling performance and
increased durability.
At every stage, our wool is subject
to exacting methods, standards,
and practices to ensure the
highest quality. As a result,
Sitka’s Merino wool is the best on
the market.

CAMO SIZES:

With the same benefits as the Merino
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms are
the perfect base layer for hunts
ranging from a snowy Rockies
grind to a frigid Midwest stand.
Key features:
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10010
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

s – 3XL

$119

A dragon fly swerves to miss Ambassador Kyle
Christenson, who is mountain biking in to an
evening elk choir. PHOTO: Steven Drake
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open country line
Insulation

traverse zip-t

traverse Hoody

The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top
that has insulating qualities, moves
with you, and is treated with an
antimicrobial bath to ward off odor
causing bacteria.

The Traverse Hoody adds cranial
warmth, protection, and concealment
to the already bomber Traverse top.

Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• 4-Way Stretch
• Thumb Loops

>

traverse series
Befitting all technical situations,
the Traverse Series is an
expedition weight compliment
to the Core Series. The wind
resistant, durable face keeps the
elements out. The soft lined inner
fabric holds the warmth in. An
anti-microbial fabric treatment
provides a lifetime of protection
against odor causing bacteria.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Super Stretch Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

STYLE: 10001
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$99

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

OPEN COUNTRY

Key features:
• Form Fitting Hood
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Thumb Loops
• Off Set Zipper

STYLE: 10018
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$149

RETAIL SOLiD:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$89

M – XXL

$139

COLORS

traverse bottom
Wear the Traverse Series Bottoms
seamlessly under any Sitka outer layer
pants for optimum range of motion,
odor resistance and extra insulation.
KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Functional Fly
• Elastic Waist Band
TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Super Stretch Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

STYLE: 10002
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

$79
With multiple bulls bugling below him, Sitka Athlete Mark Seacat doesn’t get the wind
reading he’s hoping for...time to change the approach. PHOTO: Jay Beyer / Jay Beyer Imaging
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open country line

NEW

Insulation

kelvin lite vest

NEW

>

Whether it’s a day in the woods,
or a two-week backcountry epic,
Primaloft® synthetic insulation
is your go-to choice for warmth.
This lofted insulation is warm,
highly wind resistant, packable,
and light weight. Fleece has its
place for early season layering,
but that’s it.

• Thermally Efficient
• Superior Water Resistant
• Dries Faster than Down
• Breathable
• Wind Resistant

Your backcountry forays need not
entail shivering in the chill of the early
mornings and late evenings. Designed
specifically with the backpack hunters in
mind, the Kelvin Lite Jacket is extremely
packable with an extraordinarily high
heat-to-weight ratio. At a about half the
weight of the Kelvin Jacket, it is almost
like invisible warmth.

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Articulated Patterning

cold weather layering

kelvin lite jacket

OPEN COUNTRY

Less than half the weight of the
Kelvin, the Kelvin Lite Vest combines
a low denier face with Primaloft®
One Insulation and delivers a low
profile solution for regulating core
temperature.

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Articulated Patterning

TECHNOLOGY: 60 G/M2 Primaloft® One Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: Tightly Woven Polyester Face

TECHNOLOGY: 60 G/M2 Primaloft® One Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: Tightly Woven Polyester Face

STYLE: 30023
COLORS

The Kelvin Series should be
layered underneath a hard or
soft shell outerwear piece for
insulation in compromised
weather conditions or when
pushing across tough vegetation
or boulders. If glassing is the
game, pull it on as an outer layer
to lock in some heat on a
windblown ridge.

SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – xXL

$149

STYLE: 30024
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – 3XL

$189

kelvin vest

kelvin jacket

kelvin pant

Having drank from the same cup as
the Kelvin Jacket, the Kelvin Vest is
a layering solution with a number of
applications. When the temperature
starts to plummet, and you need a
lightweight, packable, insulated vest;
the Kelvin is it.

Worn as an outer layer or underneath
a shell, the Kelvin Jacket is filled with
Primaloft® Insulation keeps you toasty
by distancing the atmospheric climate
from your skin.

This highly packable, Primaloft®
insulated pant, protects your legs from
the harsh cold of high-elevation peaks
and frigid all-day treestand sits. Full
side zips ventilate and make for quick
on and off flexibility.

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Articulated Patterning

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Articulated Patterning

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Full Side Zips
• Articulated Patterning

TECHNOLOGY: 170G/M2 Primaloft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: Tightly Woven Polyester Face

TECHNOLOGY: 170G/M2 Primaloft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: Tightly Woven Polyester Face

TECHNOLOGY: 170G/M2 Primaloft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: Tightly Woven Polyester Face

STYLE: 30014
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$189

STYLE: 30012
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$229

STYLE: 30013
COLORS

SIZES:

m – xXL

retail:

$189

Sitka ambassador Mike Lutt using campfire light to meticulously
skin his Utah mountain lion. PHOTO: Dusty Lutt
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open country line
Outerwear

ascent Jacket

mountain pant

Ultra breathable, durable, and unbinding,
the Ascent Jacket is ideal for warm weather
hunts or high output brush busting.

Taking the Ascent Pant to the next
level, the Mountain Pant incorporates
additional features, aggressive patterning, and a more durable fabric.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Athletic Cut
• Lightly Brushed

>

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish,
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

STYLE: 50025

STYLE: 50016
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIl:

S – 3XL

$189

OPEN COUNTRY

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

DYNAMIC MOBILITY
Our Stretch Woven line features
lightweight, non-insulated
outerwear solutions. Highly
durable, with dynamic stretch,
and inherent water resistant
characteristics, the Ascent Jacket
and Pant are perfect for early and
mid-season forays into the wild.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Removable Knee Pads
• Low-Profile Belt System
• Side Cargo Pockets

COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

even 30 – 44”

$189

tall:

The Mountain Pant and
Timberline Pant step it up a
notch, for those who take their
adventures to the next level.
These pieces offer tightly woven
faces that repel cling prone
thistles and thorns, and enhanced
four-way-stretch for incredible
range-of-motion, with zero
binding. Both offer extreme
durability. The Timberline
Pant brings another dimension
of protection from mountain
demands with double reinforced,
waterproof and breathable knees
and seat.

34 – 38”

ascent pant

timberline pant

Perfect for early season, high
exertion forays, the Ascent Pant offers
maximum breathability, range of
movement, and exceptional durability.

With the sheep hunter specifically in mind,
the Timberline Pant takes key characteristics of the Mountain Pant, and adds double
reinforced, waterproof, breathable knees
and seat for extra protection.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• 4-Way Stretch
• Easy Access Cargo Pocket
• Lightly Brushed

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Removable Knee Pads
• Waterproof/Breathable Seat and Knees
• Side Cargo Pockets

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

STYLE: 50007
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

even 30 – 44”

$149

STYLE: 50039
COLORS

SIZES:

even 30 – 44”

tall:

tall:

34 – 38”

34 – 38”

retail:

$229

No rest for the weary. Sweet success isn’t always that sweet, maybe instead described by founder, Jonathan Hart,
as burning, aching, sore, with a touch of sleep deprivation and hunger pains to top things off. A 24 hour push pays
off with a beautiful Dall Ram deep in the NWT with Arctic Red River Outfitters. Photo: Seacat Creative
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open country line
Weather Resistance
Outerwear

Durable and breathable, wind and
weather resistant, the 90% is ideal for
the active backcountry hunter. Lightly
insulated for cooler mornings, anatomically shaped for ease of use, and 2
way stretch soft shell for unrestricted
movement. The 90% has always been
one of Sitka’s go-to pieces.

The highly wind resistant Contrail
Windshirt combines stitchless, welded
seams with an extremely breathable
fabric. It’s so lightweight you may not
realize you are wearing it. The Contrail
Windshirt is the perfect wind protection solution when you don’t want to lug
a bulky jacket around.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Elbows
• Pit-Zips
• 2-Way Stretch
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Chest Pockets

KEY FEATURES:
• Water Resistant
• Welded Seams (stitch-less)
• 4-Way Stretch
• Dual Chest Pockets
TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Knit Face

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Face
STYLE: 50003
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$269

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$249

90% pant

STYLE: 50037
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – 3xL

$229

open country line
Outerwear

jetstream vest

The Jetstream is a kick ass jacket that
is durable enough for miles of abuse
in granite terrain. Seam lines are
strategically located to shed water
for hours and keep you dry, all while
the WINDSTOPPER® laminate stops
those heat sapping winds right in
their tracks.

Whether you wear the Jetstream
Vest as an insulation layer or a core
outer piece, you’ll be rewarded
with stellar wind-stopping capacity
brought to you complements of
WINDSTOPPER® laminate.  
KEY FEATURES:
• Athletic Fit
• Chest And Hand Pockets
• Micro Grid Backer

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Drop Away Hood
• Pit-Zips
• Strategically Located Forearm Pocket

windproof outerwear
The Jetstream series combines
the comfort of a soft mid-layer
with the weather resistance
of a shell. Built using a
WINDSTOPPER® laminate, the
Jetstream series offers total
windproofness and maximum
breathability. Enjoy the enhanced
performance that comes with
freedom of movement in the
full range of hunting and
weather conditions.

jetstream jacket

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Knit Face

OPEN COUNTRY

Contrail Windshirt

>

>

The consistent goal of Sitka’s
outerwear program is to create
products that protect you from the
elements in specific situations.
Our line-up addresses conditions
that range from the coldest and
windiest to the most sublime
afternoon breeze. Build on our
solid foundation of next-toskin and insulating pieces with
outer layers dialed in to your
specific hunt conditions. For
the most extreme conditions
choose from products that utilize
GORE-TEX® product technology.
WINDSTOPPER® fabrics
match the variability of milder
conditions. Suit up with lighter
weight Soft Shells and stretch
woven at the mildest end of the
spectrum.

90% jacket

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Knit Face
STYLE: 50032
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – 3XL

$329

STYLE: 30011
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – 3XL

$189

Tough and carefully lined with microfleece to wick and ward off chill, the
articulated soft shell 90% pant works
for mid to late season hunts. With a foot
in the same circle as the 90% Jacket, the
90% pant can be worn with or without
under layers.
KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Knees
• 2-Way Stretch
• Zippered Thigh Pockets
• Micro Fleece Lining
TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Face

STYLE: 50004
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$249

camo sIZE tall:

m – XL
solid sizes:

RETAIL SOLiD:

m – XxL

$249

Outer shell
WINDSTOPPER™
laminate
Inner layer

Where the other Wild Things are. Founder, Jonathan Hart, imagines Dall sheep
everywhere around him when reality is another Mountain House for dinner. It
will be another week before he finds a ram. PHOTO: Seacat Creative
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open country line

NEW

Outerwear

NEW

cloudburst jacket

stormfront jacket

coldfront jacket

The Cloudburst Jacket provides thunder
storm-fearing mountain hunters peace
of mind as a fully featured force field
against the unrelenting elements. There
was no detail spared in the Cloudbursts
brilliant design.

Our solution for extended wet weather
exposure and constructed with a
GORE-TEX® laminate, the Stormfront
Series is hunting’s go-to protection for
extended wet weather protection, period.

Tailored for cold and wet weather, the
Coldfront Jacket marries light insulation with the breathable rain protection
of GORE-TEX® laminate.

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Hand and Chest Pockets
• Hideaway Hood
• Welded Watertight Zippers
• 2-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• 2-Way Stretch
• Welded Water Tight Zippers
• Open Mesh Pocket Doubles as
Stuff Pocket
• 2 Hand Pockets Extend from Pit-Zips

>

STYLE: 50051
COLORS

NEW

SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – xXL

$399

STYLE: 50053
COLORS

Dewpoint Pant

NEW

Virtually imperceptible when stuffed
away in your pack, the Dewpoint Pants
are the backpack hunters’ secret
weapon against any mountain’s wrath.
The GORE-TEX® laminate offers
maximum weather protection and
breathability. The articulated design
seamlessly moves with you.
KEY FEATURES:
• 2-Way Stretch
• Full Side Zips
• Welded Watertight Zippers
• Articulated Patterning
TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: 20 Denier Stretch Woven Nylon

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$349

COLORS

retail:

m – xXL

$369

STYLE: 50013
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$499

COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$549

RETAIL SOLiD:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$479

$529

stormfront Pant

coldfront pant

An extension of the jacket, the
Cloudburst Pants deliver guaranteed
storm protection in the unpredictable
mountains. You’ll contentedly push
through any mountain squall wearing
this fully-featured GORE-TEX® pant.

The perfect partner to the Stormfront
Jacket, the Stormfront Pant provides
a critical shield against a saturated
mother earth by utilizing GORE-TEX®
laminate and is also durable enough
to last above timberline.

Engineered with GORE-TEX® laminate
and full length leg zips, this pant is
built to play hard-ball in nature’s
coldest and wettest conditions.

KEY FEATURES:
• Full Side Zips
• 2-Way Stretch
• Welded Watertight Zippers
• Articulated Patterning

KEY FEATURES:
• Full Side Zips
• Rugged 3 Layer Hard-Shell
• Articulated Knees And Seat
• Internal Belt System

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

STYLE: 50054
COLORS

STYLE: 50008

cloudburst Pant

STYLE: 50052
SIZES:

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: 20 Denier Stretch Woven Nylon

KEY FEATURES:
• Micro Fleece Lining
• 5 Strategically Located Pockets
• Athletic Fit
• Pit-Zips

KEY FEATURES:
• Rugged 3 Layer Hard-Shell
• Athletic Fit
• Pit-Zips
• 4 Strategically Located Pockets

SIZES:

m – xXL

retail:

$299

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Five Strategically Located Pockets
• Full Side Zips
• Internal Belt System
TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

STYLE: 50014
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$429

OPEN COUNTRY

Ounce counting, backcountry dwelling
gear heads will make space for our
lightest-weight, packable rain solution.
Built with 2-way stretch GORE-TEX®
laminate and a minimalist mentality,
the Dewpoint will soon be in every
bivy hunters arsenal.

No matter the pursuit in the
mountains, carrying rain gear is
critical. The freedom to not worry
about getting wet when moisture
rolls in, will allow you to focus on
your next move rather than where
to find shelter. Since each hunting
style is different, each series in our
waterproof outerwear addresses
specific scenarios and needs.
If you are a back country hunter
whose primary concern is ounces,
pack ability, and just emergency
protection with minimal features,
check out the Dewpoint. Willing to
sacrifice a few ounces for a wider
array of features? Cloudburst is
your solution. If you’re a mountain
hunter that literally lives in rain
gear for days straight, Stormfront’s
bombproof construction, is fully
featured, will fit your needs. Maybe
you constantly find yourself in the
later seasons where moisture and
frigid temperatures collide. If so,
the lightly insulated Coldfront is
the ticket.

Dewpoint Jacket

STYLE: 50009
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$489

RETAIL SOLiD:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$399

$469
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corey jacobsen
An early adopter of the original Sitka system in 2006, Corey
Jacobsen has been a vital part of the Sitka tribe since its beginnings.
Since then, he has moved up in the ranks to become our Prostaff
Manager, a star on our Athlete team, co-founder of Elk 101, and
co-founder of Extreme Elk Magazine. Humble, bad ass, authentic,
and “elk calling freak of nature” are all things that come to mind
when describing Corey.

corey jacobsen
SITKA ATHLETE

With 17 appearances in the last 18 years of the World Elk Calling
Finals, Corey has walked away with 7 world titles. Elk talk is a
second language that has always come easy to him. He entered his
first competition at age 6. His ability to hone in on the right notes at
the right time definitely contributes to his near 100% success rate
over a decade of bow hunting in multiple states.

Corey deciding to “let one walk”...ie..the luckiest day of
this young bull’s life. PHOTO: Donnie Drake

Preserving the art of elk calling and hunting is just as important
to him as actually chasing them. As a lifelong member of Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation who never misses “Elk Camp,” he fills the
off-season raising 3 kids that “speak elk.”
Around the ninth equinox, the yellow aspen speckled valleys and
dark northfacing pine thickets of the back country are what he
calls home. The allure of traversing ridge lines for miles, bugling
into basins waiting for a challenger ticks his clock all year. It is not
the killing that drives him, though he never has a shortage of back
straps. It is the in your face, me-against-the-bull challenge that
pushes him further than most Wapiti chasers. He won’t stop until
the job is done.

OPEN COUNTRY

Corey overlooking his home in September.

PHOTO: Donnie Drake

Jacobsen at the 2011 World’s ELK CALLING FINALS, where
he took the title home. photo: Courtesy of RMEF

In the early fall, Elk country weather can go
from a hard frost at daylight, to a blistering
80 degress in the afternoon, to evening
thunder heads. Often spending five day
stints in the back country, Jacobsen relies
on one system to keep his weight down. A
Core Crew keeps him dry and cool when he is
gaining vertical and is easily rung out at the
end of each day after a quick wash in creek
water. To take the sting out of the morning
chill he layers his Traverse over his Core
Crew and under his trusty Jetstream Vest
and 90% Jacket. As the day and the miles
progress, he sheds the 90% and straps it
to his Ascent 14. As he glasses from ridge
tops, the Jetstream Vest blocks the wind
so he can focus on locating his next target.
Whether he is kneeling on a never ending
calling sequence or running through a jack
pine thicket to move on a bull, his Mountain
Pants are unrestricting and indestructable.
If the Rockies decide to bring in evening
thunderstorms, he throws his Stormfront
jacket and pant over everthing and stays out
until the last second of shooting light.

Corey’s OPEN COUNTRY system

core crew	Traverse zip-t

Corey’s calling strategy is all about aggression, “If the first bull
won’t answer, I’ll keep on going until I find a bull that will,” Corey
asserts. His mantra is to close the gap to under 150 yards with the
wind in your face and rip on em.

90% jacket

STORMFRONT JACKET

jetstream vest	mountain pants	stormfront pant

	Ascent 14 pack

bomber belt

SHOOTER GLOVE	

traverse beanie

Formore
morecomplete
completegear
gearlists
lists of our athletes,
For
athletes,visit
visitsitkagear.com
sitkagear.com
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open country line
Headwear

core balaclava

Pull The Bandit just over the bridge of your nose to use as a
face mask, leave it loose around your neck to keep the sun
off, or use it for added warmth over your face and neck.

An extension of the Core Series, the Core Balaclava offers
maximum concealment, moisture management, and
bacteria killing silver for scent reduction.

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

COLORS

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester
STYLE: 90015

COLORS

>

retail: $25

retail: $25

traverse beanie

Used as a stand alone or as a liner, the Merino Beanie
keeps you dry and naturally fights odor.

Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse Zip-T and
Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a great early season beanie
or a perfect compliment to a cold weather layering system.

COLORS

STYLE: 90044
SIZES: OSFm

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

COLORS

retail: $35

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit

sitka cap

In team with the Traverse Top and Bottom, the Traverse
Balaclava offers maximum concealment and cold
weather protection for your head.

Our go-to cap constructed of the same water resistant,
breathable, stretch woven fabric as the Ascent Series.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
COLORS

STYLE: 90022
SIZES: OSFm

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside
COLORS

retail: $39

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Same Fabric
as Ascent Pant

SIZES: OSFm

Made with WINDSTOPPER® fabric, this stylish beanie
keeps your head warm without adding much weight.

The Jetstream Hat is constructed of a WINDSTOPPER®
fabric, and is creatively designed with a low profile bill
and full ear protection.

COLORS

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Polyester Knit Face

STYLE: 90020
SIZES: OSFM

retail: $45

KEY FEATURES:
• Ear Flaps
• Low Profile Bill
• 4-Way Stretch
COLORS

• Velcro Storm Flap

KEY FEATURES:
• Stretch Woven Nylon
Tube Design
• Eight Inches in Height

Technology: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Polyester Woven Shell

SIZES:

retail:

m/l, l/xl

$99

Technology: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon
Stretch Woven

STYLE: 90017
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$49

sitka suspenders

Bomber Belt

An optional addition to the Mountain, Ascent, Timberline,
and 90% pants, these suspenders will not only hold up
your britches, they will also outlast every suspender in
your closet.

The Bomber Belt is maybe the most solid and robust utility belt ever imagined. Designed to hold up far more than
just your drawers, there is no reason why the Bomber
Belt shouldn’t accompany every backcountry adventure.

KEY FEATURES:
• Bra Clip Fastening
System
• Cam Locks for Easy
Adjustment in Length

KEY FEATURES:
• Cast Aluminum Buckle
• Extremely Durable Nylon

• Rubber Gripper
FABRIC DETAILS: Urethane Elastic

FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$30

bow hook

STYLE: 90141
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$25

NEW

Keep your bow hanging securely at your side for hands
free glassing, a quick wind check, or powering down
another energy bar. All packages come with both 1 and 1.5
inch bow hooks. The 1.5 inch fits our Bomber Belt and our
pack straps. Our 1 inch fits the built in belts in the Ascent,
Mountain, and Timberline Pants.
KEY FEATURES:
• Rubber Gripper
• Functional Belt Attachment

Technology: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Polyester Knit Face

STYLE: 90063
STYLE: 90019

SIZES: OSFm

The Flash Gaiter responds to the call of trail running
shoe athletes covering miles in the high country who
are tired of twigs and scree getting underneath their
pants and into their shoes.

STYLE: 90034
COLORS

retail: $25

jetstream hat

Sixteen inches tall, with the protection of a
GORE-TEX® laminate, the bombproof Stormfront Gaiter
gaiter is built for extreme hunts and heavy use.

STYLE: 90023
COLORS

STYLE: 90101

jetstream beanie
KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Fleece Trim Around
the Base

If you are constantly hiking your
pants up or thinking about that
annoying piece of gravel that
worked its way into your boot,
you’re not focused on the hunt.
Sitka necessities help you keep
your attention where it belongs.

retail: $25

traverse balaclava

flash gaiter

FOCUS!!

STYLE: 90002
SIZES: OSFm

Stormfront Gaiter

KEY FEATURES:
• Sixteen Inches Tall
• Internal Hook System
• Full Hypalon Lower for
Extreme Abuse
• Full Front Zipper

STYLE: 90061
SIZES: OSFm

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit
Super Fine 18.9 Micron Fibers Machine
Launder, No-Itch Wool

Necessities

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

merino Beanie
KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

open country line

>

SIZES: OSFM

Although the specific number
is debated, it is a fact that high
circulation of blood through our
scalp creates a quicker heat
exchange, and cools you faster,
leaving you cold.
Sitka’s range of hats give you a full
range of thermal ratings. From
our cold weather WINDSTOPPER®
Jetstream Beanie, to our early
season moisture wicking Bandit,
we have your head covered in
any condition.

• Small Mouth Slit

NEW

OPEN COUNTRY

The bandit

retail: $49

COLORS

two per package:

retail:

1" and 1.5"

$25
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open country line
Handwear

core glove

Merino glove

The core is our lightest weight glove, and has a
place in every glove system. The Core Gloves utilize
the same moisture wicking fabrics as the rest of the
Core family, and are very thin for tremendous
dexterity and breathability.

The Merino Liner glove can be worn alone, or underneath
any other Sitka glove. The natural odor resistance,
moisture wicking ability, and high heat-to-weight ratio
of Merino will keep you in the woods longer.

>

When it comes down to that
moment of truth, it’s all in your
hands. Under appreciated and
often times neglected, the hands
require little more than warmth,
protection, and unhindered
dexterity.

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 90026
COLORS

Sitka’s line of technical gloves
meets those needs across the
hunting spectrum. From an ultra
lightweight system for high
output and high heat conditions
to the full-on storm system that
couples a bomber outer glove
with a lighter weight liner glove,
we’ve got you covered.

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$25

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit
Super Fine 18.9 Micron Fibers Machine
Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 90042
COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$39

traverse glove

Jetstream glove

Patterned for a tighter feel, the Traverse Gloves have the
same benefits as the rest of the Traverse family, which
makes them a great stand alone glove, but they can also be
used in combination with the Core or Stormfront Gloves.

The Jetstream Gloves offer full wind protection
with comfort and breathability. This WINDSTOPPER®
laminate glove is built for cold windy days with finely
detailed fourchettes to fit your fingers perfectly for
maximum dexterity.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Tight Woven Jersey Face
• Anti-Microbial

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece, Brushed
on the Inside

KEY FEATURES:
Technology: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
• Micro Grid Fleece Backer Durable Water Repellent Finish
• Reinforced Leather Palms FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Knit Face
• Articulated Patterning

STYLE: 90029
COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$30

OPEN COUNTRY

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

STYLE: 90030
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$69

stormfront glove
Wet or cold conditions find refuge in these
gloves with a GORE-TEX® laminate. A removable midpile liner inside adds warmth when needed, or you can
mix and match other gloves from the Sitka line to create
a personal system.
KEY FEATURES:
TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
• Elastic Wrist
Durable Water Repellent Finish
• Draw Chord Cinch
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave
• Removable Insulation Liner
STYLE: 90025
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$149

Sitka Athlete Mark Seacat blazing a trail through some Montana cold smoke while filming “Searching for West.” PHOTO: Seacat Creative
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open country line
Packs

flash 20

flash 32

Optics are one of the most important
accessories in your arsenal. The Bino Bivy
protects your optics with durable padded
protection, which comes complete with a
lightweight torso harness to either run the
optics protection separately or attach to
the pack’s shoulder pads.

This pack is for the shorter trips where
really light and fast is paramount. The Ascent 8
securely holds your knife, some water, and your
packable rain system. A pre-foamed molded hip
belt offers a comfortable ride on the hips while
the quilted Aero-Mesh back panel keeps your
lower back dry. It’s hip pockets are strategically
located for calls, range finders, wind indicators, and other small items you need at arm’s
reach. An internal hydration system with hose
clips running out on the hip belt allows for easy
access. Lashing straps can carry various extra
items. Two large compression wings hug the
pack tight to your hips to stabilize the load.

This highly technical day pack is suited for long jaunts
away from the truck. It’s 2000 cubic inch volume
provides enough room for surplus snacks, water,
and even a small bivy cache for the savvy lightweight
overnighter. An adjustable configuration of load &
accessory straps gives you the freedom to secure
even the most awkward loads. Detailed with a padded
spotting scope pocket, pocketed waist belt, quick stash
mesh pockets, enabled for hydration systems, and
a suspended back to maximize air circulation in the
lumbar region. This pack also includes a detachable
rain fly system, bra-clip/hypalon strap system, oversized stretch mesh outer pockets, and our quick and
secure gun/bow cable system.

The big brother of the Flash 20, the Flash 32
sports many of the same features, but adds more
volume for longer forays. The Flash 32 employs
a beefier tension frame system for heavier loads,
a compression wing design for lightened loads,
and the fully adjustable quick-release gun/bow
cable system. Enabled for a 3 liter hydration
bladder, this pack has proven itself for guides and
outfitters that find themselves carrying gear for
two. For your first trip out, an Elk’s quarter can be
shoved inside, with the back straps tied on tightly.

VOLUME: 800 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 1.51 Lb.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

VOLUME: 2000 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 4.55 Lb.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

>

Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Woven Shell

STYLE: 40016

COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$99

STYLE: 40005
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$129

VOLUME: 3200 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 5.42
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

STYLE: 40008
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$269

STYLE: 40010
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$329

ascent 10

ascent 14

bivy 30

bivy 45

With space for a 2 liter hydration bladder, this
pack is built for the ultra-lighter intent on covering significant ground.. A full Aero-Mesh back
panel and shoulder straps maximizes ventilation
for this lightweight rig. Standard Sitka hip
pocket system for quick access to the key pieces
you need. A detachable rain fly deploys for
questionable weather, or completely removes
with a simple button hardware attachment. A
large stretch-mesh outer pocket gives access
to the items too big for your hip belt pockets.
Features both an internal hydration system as
well as additional side pockets for water bottles.
It’s slim profile keeps you light on your feet and
the high clearance bottom is more comfortable
when you’re sitting down for glassing.

Designed for the ever evolving demands
of a day-hunter the Ascent 14 bolsters a
comfortable 1400 cubic inches. The horseshoe
shoulder yoke built independently of the pack
provides the hunter with superior torsional
freedom and range of movement. This unique
architecture allows the shooter to pivot at the
hips while the pack twists with their torso.
Main features include: pocketed hip belt,
partitions and organization for gear stowage,
detachable rain fly, two-liter hydration-system
ready, and adjustable yoke positioning for
varying torso lengths. The outer stretchmesh over flow pocket is a great catch all.

Built with enough room for the well-practiced backcountry bivy hunter, the Bivy 30 is made for the savvy
lightweight overnight missions. A removable sleeping
pad, which doubles as a great glassing pad on rocky
bluffs, is built into the back panel. An easy to remove
lid allows you to decrease your pack into a manageable day pack. This pack includes all Sitka standard
features, including: removable rain fly, tension frame,
hydration system, hip pockets, water bottle pockets,
and Aero mesh shoulder pads. This lean shaped,
Alpine inspired set-up has minimal pockets to
reduce weight and keep you light on your feet.

The Bivy 45 is the largest pack in the Sitka pack line.
With it’s ample 4500 cubic inches, the Bivy 45 is
sure to satisfy some of the most crippling loads you
can tack on. Three access points to the pack’s main
compartment (top, bottom, and side), give the user
quick access to all his/her gear. An adjustable blaze
orange gear shelf can be deployed from the bottom
partition and employed to lash additional cargo to
the pack’s exterior. A quick-release gun/bow cable
system, removable pack lid, quick detach rain fly, and
designated spotting scope pocket are only a few of
the pack’s many features. Available in two torso sizes
(Regular & Tall), the Bivy 45 is the pack of choice for
those hunters going afoot for multiple days.

VOLUME: 1000 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 2.64 Lb.

Technology: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

STYLE: 40006

COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$189

Volume: 3000 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 5.43 Lb.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

VOLUME: 1400 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 3.08 Lb.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric
STYLE: 40009
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$229

VOLUME: 4500 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 6.76 lbs Regular, 6.91 lbs Tall
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

STYLE: 40007
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$349

OPEN COUNTRY

ascent 8

KEY FEATURES:
• Padded Optic Protection to Fit Optics
Up to 10X40 (4¾ X 7 X 2½”)
• Accessory Pocketing
• Lens Cloth Included
• Magnetic Closures to Hold Flap Open
or Closed

Design Philosophy
Sitka’s pack design process began
with field-based conversations
about the varied size load and
volume needs of different
hunting trips. Our next step
was suspension engineering to
address harness touch points
for optimized comfort and
strategically located anchor
points consistent across the
line to allow for a completely
customizable strap system. We
then aligned the needs of each
type of trip with our unique
technologies in order to enhance
pack functionality. Finally, we
set out to craft form around
the functional structures and
features. Our aim was to keep
every pack as clean in design
as possible, despite the current
market trend toward excess.

Bino Bivy

STYLE: 40011
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

Regular & tall

$429
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Unsuccessful in his first two “Sunflower” state
journeys, Sitka Marketing Director David Brinker
experienced redemption this fall in north central
Kansas. For the full story check out “Whitetail’s
from Wichita” on sitkainsight.com.
PHOTOS: David Brinker, Jared Pheifer

ELEVATED FOREST

elevated forest
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ELEVATED forest line
Next–To–Skin

The Core Crew wisks moisture off
the surface of your skin to keep you
comfortable throughout the hunt. With
scent control in mind, the Core fabric
incorporates silver encapsulated
technology to help reduce odor
causing bacteria. Available in
short sleeve and long sleeve.

The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin
layer designed to literally pull moisture
off the surface of your skin. This enables
you to remain comfortable over a wide
range of conditions and exertion levels.
The Core fabric also utilizes silver
encapsulated technology that helps
reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam Construction
• Available in Short or Long Sleeve

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10011

SS STYLE: 10006 LS STYLE: 10012
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

(SS) $49 (LS) $79

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

(SS) $45 (LS) $69

COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$89

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$79

core bottom

Core boxers

The Core Series bottoms can be effectively worn under any of our pants or
bibs, and were created to help reduce
odor, provide warmth, and keep you
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed
to ensure a full range of motion while
virtually adding no extra bulk.

Intended as a mechanism to draw
moisture away from the body, the Core
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and
discomfort by utilizing the same the
fabric as the Core Series.
Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10013
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

S – 3XL

$69

Merino Core Zip-T

Merino Next–To–Skin

Sharing the same features as the Core
Zip-T, but with a higher heat-to-weight
ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T will
regulate your body temperature, move
moisture away from your skin and is
naturally odor resistant.
Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

Why Sitka’s Merino wool in
the treestand?
Wool is one of the best insulating
fibers known to man. Merino
wool delivers that insulation
with the added bonus of comfort.
Of course, not all Merino is
the same. Fiber processing,
textile manufacture techniques,
construction and fit impact wool
quality and comfort level.

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10008
COLORS

Sitka’s Merino wool is subject to
exacting methods, standards, and
practices to ensure the highest
quality, pill resistant, and durable
merino wool on the market.

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$129

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$119

Merino core bottom
With the same benefits as the Merino
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make
a perfect base layer from a snowy
grind in the Rockies to a frigid
Midwest stand.

In a mid-November treestand
where extra warmth is always at
a premium, Sitka’s merino wool
delivers exceptional comfort. Our
face in, circular knit treatment of
the fiber maximizes its propensity
to wick moisture away from the
skin and provide natural odor
resistance. You stay toasty, even
when you perspire on the jaunt
into your stand. Sitka’s Merino is
your ideal treestand companion.

Key features:
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10014
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$35

ELEVATED FOREST

Designed with 4-way stretch for
maximum mobility and precise fit,
Sitka Next-To-Skin layers quietly
work to keep you dry and odor
free. These lightweight garments
respond to the rigors and
demands of treestand hunting
with non-binding cuts, lightweight
body temperature regulating
knit, sound free movement, and
breathable comfort.

core zip-t

>

>

WHY SITKA Next-To-Skin for
whitetail hunting?

elevated forest line

core crew (ss & ls)

STYLE: 10010
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

s – 3XL

$119

Sitka ambassador Mike Lutt taking care of yet
another GIANT. Photo: Dusty Lutt
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ELEVATED FOREST line
Insulation

traverse Hoody

The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top
that has insulating qualities, moves
with you, and is treated with an antimicrobial bath to ward off odor
causing bacteria.

The Traverse Hoody adds cranial
warmth, protection, and concealment
to the already bomber Traverse top.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Super Stretch Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS:

STYLE: 10001
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$99

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

STYLE: 10018
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$149

RETAIL SOLiD:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$89

M – XXL

$139

traverse bottom
The Traverse Series Bottoms are
designed to be worn seamlessly underneath your outer layer pants for extra
insulation while still providing a wide
range of motion and odor resistance.

COLORS

got heat?

>

>

This is your expedition weight
compliment to the Core Series.
A wind resistant and durable face
allow the Traverse Series to be
worn in all technical situations,
while the soft lined inside will
hold in heat. The anti-microbial
treatment on the fabric will
provide protection for the lifetime
of the garment against odor
causing bacteria.

Insulation

Key features:
• Form Fitting Hood
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Thumb Loops
• Off Set Zipper

Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• 4-Way Stretch
• Thumb Loops

traverse series

elevated FOREST line

A season in a treestand can bring
a multitude of temperatures,
but in the thick of the rut, cold is
usually the reality. Anything from
thick frosts, to quarter sized snow
flakes, to blue bird days with ice
cold penetrating winds can occur.
When temps begin to dip, its time
to add Kelvin to your system.

kelvin vest

kelvin jacket

Having drank from the same cup as
the Kelvin Jacket, the Kelvin Vest is
a layering solution for a number of
applications. When the temperature
starts to plummet, and you need
a lightweight, packable, insulated
vest; the Kelvin is it.

Worn as an outer layer or underneath
a shell, the Kelvin Jacket is filled
with Primaloft® Insulation and is
designed to distance the atmospheric climate from your skin
to allow you to stay toasty.

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Tightly Woven Polyester Face
• 170G/M2 Primaloft® Insulation

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Tightly Woven Polyester Face
• 170G/M2 Primaloft® Insulation
• Articulated Patterning

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: High Count Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: High Count Polyester Weave

STYLE: 30014
COLORS

Filled with Primaloft® Sport
Insulation, the Kelvin is a perfect
bridge between your next-to-skin
and your outer layer. Its lofted
insulation is warm, highly wind
resistant, low bulk in your pack,
and light weight.

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$189

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Tightly Woven Polyester Face
• 170G/M2 Primaloft® Insulation
• Full Side Zips
• Articulated Patterning
TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: High Count Polyester Weave

retail:

$79

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$229

• Thermally Efficient
• Superior Water Resistant
• Dries Faster than Down
• Breathable
• Wind Resistant

STYLE: 30013

STYLE: 10002

s – 3XL

COLORS

This highly packable, Primaloft®
insulated pant, protects your legs
on frigid all-day sits. Full side zips
ventilate and make for quick on
and off flexibility.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

SIZES:

STYLE: 30012

kelvin pant

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Functional Fly
• Elastic Waist Band

COLORS

ELEVATED FOREST

traverse zip-t

COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$189
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ELEVATED Forest line

ascent Jacket

Outerwear

Ultra breathable, durable, and unbinding,
the Ascent Jacket is designed for warm
weather hunts or early season pursuits.

ELEVATED FOREST

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Athletic Cut
• Lightly Brushed
• Two Hand Pockets
TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

>

DYNAMIC MOBILITY
Our Stretch Woven line features
lightweight, non-insulated
outerwear solutions.
Early in the season the sun can
still bake, the bucks haven’t
overdosed on testosterone
yet, and the leaves are still a
little green. From your prey to
the environment, the game is
different then it is in mid season.
Different hunting tactics also
bring a different system.

STYLE: 50016
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIl:

S – 3XL

$189

ascent pant

Our Ascent Series features
lightweight, non-insulated
outerwear solutions perfect for
early season whitetail mania.
With the Ascent Series you can
easily swivel into an awkward
shooting position in near ninja
silence with its 4-way stretch and
lightly brushed face. Briars all
the way to your stand location?
No worries. The Ascent Series is
nearly bombproof.

Engineered for early season sits,
the Ascent Pant offers maximum
breathability, range of movement, and
exceptional durability.
KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• 4-Way Stretch
• Easy Access Cargo Pockets
• Lightly Brushed
TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

STYLE: 50007
COLORS

SIZES:

even 30 – 44”
tall:

34 – 38”

retail:

$149

Casey Vanpelt refusing to get out of his tree while taking pelting hits from the rain gods.
Winning photo from our Diverge photo contest taken by Ben Vazquez.
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ELEVATED forest Line

stratus jacket

Outerwear

Tough and carefully lined with microfleece to wick and ward off chill, the
articulated soft shell 90% pant works
for mid to late season hunts. With a foot
in the same circle as the 90% Jacket,
the 90% pant can be worn with or without with or without under layers.
KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Knees
• 2-Way Stretch
• Zippered Thigh Pockets
• Micro Fleece Lining

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Face

STYLE: 50004
STYLE: 50030
COLORS

COLORS
SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

$289

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$249

camo sIZE tall:

m – XL
solid sizes:

RETAIL SOLiD:

m – XxL

$249

waterproof, breathable
layering
Essential to layering, is matching
up your outer wear to anticipated
conditions, and then regulating
heat with middle layers. The
durability, waterproofness
and breathability of GORE-TEX®
fabric makes for the ultimate
in harsh condition armor.
GORE-TEX® outerwear effectively keeps the weather out
and warmth locked in without
trapping sweat vapor which can
lead to that clammy feeling.

incinerator jacket

Downpour jacket

The Incinerator Series utilizes the
power of down, in a GORE-TEX®
laminate cocoon for late season
stationary hunting scenarios.

With a lightly brushed face to keep
you stealth in the Whitetail woods
and a GORE-TEX® laminate, the
Downpour Series is a perfect
companion for quietly powering
through a rain shower or heavy
drizzle in your treestand.

KEY FEATURES:
• 700 Fill Down
• Chest Pockets, Hand Pockets,
Grunt Tube Pocket
• Articulated Pattering
• Lightly Brushed Face

>

KEY FEATURES:
• High Loft Backer
• Lightly Brushed
• Fully Articulated
• Drop Away Hood

Outerwear

Technology: 700 Fill Power Down Insulation,
GORE-TEX® Fabric Construction,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Face

Technology: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

STYLE: 50026

COLORS

STYLE: 50028
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL:

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

$599

M – XXL

$299

incinerator bib

downpour pant

Imagine a walking sleeping bag that’s waterproof. That’s the experience you get when wearing the Incinerator Bibs. Insulated and patterned
for extended motionless sits in cold weather, and
constructed with a GORE-TEX® laminate, you no
longer have to shiver in agony.

Completing the Downpour rain
system, these fully articulated
GORE-TEX® laminate pants will
withstand any rain shower the
whitetail woods can throw
your way.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• High Loft Backer
• Lower Leg Zips
• Chest, Hand and Thigh Pockets

KEY FEATURES:
• 700 Fill Down
• Full Side Zips
• Lightly Brushed Face
• Cargo Pockets, Chest Pockets, Hand Pockets
• Elastic Urethane Suspenders

KEY FEATURES:
• Lightly Brushed
• Articulated Patterning
• Internal Belt System
• Full Side Zips

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

Technology: 700 Fill Power Down Insulation,
GORE-TEX® Laminate, Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Face

stratus bib
The Stratus Bib also utilizes a
WINDSTOPPER® laminate, and overlaps
nicely with the Stratus Jacket to ensure
your core stays warm when it gets cold and
windy. This bib breathes nicely when hiking
into your stand, or hauling your deer out
of the woods as well.

STYLE: 50031
COLORS

KEY FEATURES:
• Lightly Brushed Face
• Minimized Build for Packability

SIZES:

s – 3xl
tall:

m – xl

RETAIL:

$269

Technology: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

STYLE: 50027
COLORS

ELEVATED FOREST

Patterned for minimal bulk and full
range-of-motion, and protected by a
WINDSTOPPER® laminate, this mid-weight
jacket fits the bill for early to mid-season
sessions in your treestand.

>

The goal of Sitka’s outer wear
program is consistent...create
products that protect you from
elements in specific situations.
For the Forest line, we address
the needs of the treestand hunter.
Engagement ranges are closer,
noise becomes more of a factor,
warmth in extended motionless
scenarios is mandatory. Our
line-up addresses conditions
that range from the coldest and
windiest to the more sublime
afternoon breeze. Understanding
these ranges of conditions,
drives products that utilize
GORE-TEX® laminates for the
most extreme, WINDSTOPPER®
fabrics in milder conditions, and
then lighter weight Soft Shells or
stretch woven at the mildest end
of the spectrum. As a hunter, you
are empowered to dial in your
outer layers, based on a solid
foundation of next-to-skin and
insulating pieces.

elevated Forest Line

90% pant

SIZES:

m – 3xl

RETAIL:

$469

STYLE: 50029
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

M – XXL

$249

tall:

m – xl
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ELEVATED Forest Line

fanatic Jacket

Outerwear

The Fanatic Vest offers the same
unique diagonal zipper design as
the jacket. Both pieces allow for a
built-in hand muff. Wear the vest as
a complimentary insulation piece or
as a versatile outer layer during less
welcome, mild days the treestand.
KEY FEATURES:
• Built In Front Muff
• Strategic Rangefinder and
Grunt Tube Pockets

KEY FEATURES:
• Built In Front Muff
• Strategic Rangefinder and
Grunt Tube Pockets
• Removable Hood
• Lightly Brushed
• Thumbloop Gaskets
COLORS

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate, 133 G/M2
Primaloft® Insulation, Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

Fanatic Vest

ELEVATED FOREST

>

Whitetail Solutions
A new season brings months of
hard work for whitetail hunters,
and along with that work comes
optimism and excitement. When
the rut hits, nothing increases
your odds of cashing in on all the
blood, sweat and hours spent than
staying comfortable in the stand
for longer periods of time. The
Fanatic Series was designed by a
team of accomplished bowhunters
to offer the most functional all day
system the market has ever seen.

NEW

The Fanatic Jacket was specifically and
scientifically created for whitetail hunters
battling mid to late season conditions.
This jacket is uniquely constructed with a
diagonal zipper so a kangaroo pocket could
be built into the design to keep your hands
warm. Topped off with a WINDSTOPPER®
laminate, you have a jacket that will keep
you in the stand longer to help increase
your odds.

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate, 133 G/M2
Primaloft® Insulation, Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

STYLE: 30022
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – 3XL

$189

STYLE: 50035
SIZES:

retail:

m – 3XL

$389

fanatic bib
These bibs are toasty, silent,
fully articulated, and guarded by
WINDSTOPPER® laminate to give you
the range of motion you need to swivel
and make your shot.
KEY FEATURES:
• Full Side Zips
• Functional Cargo Pockets
• Articulated Patterning
TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate, 133 G/M2
Primaloft® Insulation, Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Knit Face

Outer shell
WINDSTOPPER™
laminate
Inner layer

STYLE: 50036
COLORS

SIZES:

M – 3xl
tall:

m – xl

RETAIL:

$369
Bliss. PHOTO: Dusty Lutt
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Dusty Lutt
Dusty Lutt marries a rare genius behind the camera with a true passion
and knowledge for the white giants of the Midwest. Obsessed with taking
images since college and an outdoor hunter since his youth, Dusty is a
true stand out in the hunting industry blessed with the “golden lens” and a
knack for killing mature bucks season over season.
Sitka: When did you start shooting images?
D: I always loved to paint wildlife images when I was younger and all the
way through high school. I first picked up a camera when I moved off to
college. When I discovered ways to capture and tell a story through taking photos, just like I could when painting, I became infatuated with it.

dust y lutt
SITKA ATHLETE

Sitka: What separates your photos from other photographers?
D: When I take photos I try to think of each one as an individual piece of
art that will get someone’s attention. I’m not just out there to capture
the moment. For example in an art gallery there are thousands of
pieces. A good piece is one that people will stop and look at. There are
thousands of photos out there too. If I can get someone to stop and look
at my piece of work I am happy. Maybe they see a story, maybe they can
relate to it, or maybe they are just trying to figure out what it even is. It
doesn’t matter what they think to me. If they actually STOP and look...
then I’m happy.
Sitka: When did you start whitetail hunting?
D: I have been hunting as long as I can remember. I’ve been blessed
to have a father that is very passionate about the outdoors. He had me
shooting turkeys with a single shot .410 and sitting between his legs
in a tree stand for whitetails at 8 years old. I vividly remember still to
this day some of my BB gun adventures I would have behind my house
after school.

Admiration. PHOTO: Trevor Olson

Sitka: What are your favorite conditions for whitetail?
D: My absolute ideal conditions for whitetails would be in the middle of
November when the barometer is on a steady move. Just before or after
cold fronts are the times I look forward to most. All day sits with temps
averaging in the 30s. EVERYTHING moves on these days. It’s truly a
magical time to be in the deer woods.
Sitka: Why are you more successful than the average guy?
D: I spend countless days in the woods just taking photos and documenting other hunters. This allows me to not only scout constantly, but to
experience all sorts of different hunting scenarios and constantly learn.
When it comes time to actually putting a bow in my hand rather than a
camera, I’m well prepared to use everything I’ve got and make the best
of my time. I go to where I feel my odds are highest and give it my all. It
doesn’t always work for me, but I’ve got a descent amount of luck I like to
carry with me too.
Sitka: What defines a true whitetail nut?
D: I think a true whitetail nut admires what the animal stands for. They
aren’t just out there to kill the highest scoring deer. Instead they are
out there too study the animals and hone there skills to harvest mature
whitetails. Mature whitetails are never the same. Some are predictable,
but most are not. It’s a puzzle and an exciting journey just trying to figure
a mature deer out. A true whitetail nut respects the journey and truly
feels rewarded when they succeed.
Sitka: What advice could you offer to the novice video/photographer?
If I had advice for anyone wanting to document a memory it would be to
focus on the emotions they are trying to capture. If they can get people to
feel emotions when they look at your image then they have succeeded.

ELEVATED FOREST

Dusty on a blood trail left behind by his 2011 Nebraska buck.

PHOTO: Kyle Nickolite

Dusty 20 feet up and buried behind his
camera in Iowa. PHOTO: Trevor Olson

Whether he is behind the camera or in
front, Dusty doesnt have the liberty to
get out of the tree when the weather
turns sour. Its dark to dark sits...period.
With Merino as his go to next-to-skin, he
stays dry on his hike in, it adds warmth
on his sit, and most importantly it is
naturally odor resistant. He never leaves
his Traverse Shirt no matter the day,
and most of the time adds the rest of the
Traverse family to his system with the
Balaclava and gloves. Over it all comes the
Fanatic. The cross zip design on the jacket
provides a barrier for his hands while the
WINDSTOPPER® and PRIMALOFT® keep
the chill to a minimum from head to toe.
This simple system gives Dusty the ability
to swivel seamlessly with the lack of bulk
but the insulation to keep him lurking in
the tree all day.

Dusty’s WHITETAIL SYSTEM

	merino top 	TRAVERSE ZIP T	FANATIC JACKET

MERINO BOTTOM	TRAVERSE BOTTOM	FANATIC BIB

TRAVERSE glove	TRAVERSE Balaclava

For more complete gear lists of our athletes, visit sitkagear.com
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ELEVATED Forest line

The bandit

Headwear

An extension of the Core Series, the Core Balaclava offers
maximum concealment, moisture management, and
bacteria killing silver for scent reduction.

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester
STYLE: 90015

COLORS

retail: $25

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

retail: $25

merino Beanie

traverse beanie

Used as a stand alone or as a liner, the Merino Beanie
keeps you dry and naturally fights odor.

Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse Zip-T and
Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a great early season beanie
or a perfect compliment to a cold weather layering system.

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit
Super Fine 18.9 Micron Fibers Machine
Launder, No-Itch Wool

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece, Brushed
on the Inside

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
COLORS

STYLE: 90044
SIZES: OSFm

COLORS

retail: $35

STYLE: 90002
SIZES: OSFm

retail: $25

traverse balaclava

sitka cap

In team with the Traverse Top and Bottom, the Traverse
Balaclava offers maximum concealment and cold weather
protection for your head.

Our go-to cap constructed of the same water resistant,
breathable, stretch woven fabric as the Ascent Series.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
COLORS

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside
STYLE: 90022

SIZES: OSFm

COLORS

retail: $39

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Same Fabric
as Ascent Pant

incinerator Hat

The Stratus Beanie incorporates a WINDSTOPPER®
laminate and a high loft backing for additional warmth
during late season, but utilizes the lighter weight
Traverse fabric for better hearing over the ears.

With a brushed face to keep the noise down and a
WINDSTOPPER® laminate to block the breeze,
the Incinerator Hat is your late season headwear solution.
Pull the flaps over your ears or fold them up with ease.

KEY FEATURES:
• Lightly Brushed
• 4-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• High Pile Fleece Liner
• Ear Flaps
• Lightly Brushed Face

COLORS

STYLE: 90033
SIZES: OSFm

retail: $49

COLORS

STYLE: 90062
SIZES: OSFM

retail: $59

KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 90026

Build your Sitka system
holistically, including proper
gear for your hands. Proper
care of your hands will
maximize the effectiveness
of your Sitka system.
From our moisture wicking liner
gloves to our Incinerator Muff
with WINDSTOPPER® fabric
protection, we have the custom
glove system that best fits your
whitetail pursuit.

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$25

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool
Knit Super Fine 18.9 Micron Fibers
Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 90042
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$39

traverse glove

stratus glove

Patterned for a tighter feel, the Traverse Gloves have the
same benefits as the rest of the Traverse family, which
makes them a great stand alone glove, but they can
also be used in combination with our other gloves.

Focused on the hardwoods of “whitetail USA”,
with a form fitting feel and excellent dexterity,
these WINDSTOPPER® laminate protected, high
loft backed gloves are perfectly suited for
longer periods of being motionless.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

KEY FEATURE:
• Brushed Face
• High Loft Fleece Backer
• Articulated Patterning

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
STYLE: 90029

COLORS

NEW

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER®
Laminate, Primaloft® Insulation,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester Face

The Merino Liner glove can be worn alone, or underneath
any other Sitka glove. The natural odor resistance,
moisture wicking ability, and high heat-to-weight
ratio of Merino will keep you in the woods longer.

COLORS

retail: $25

stratus Beanie

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D Patterning, Sealon
Taping, WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Knit Face

In the whitetail woods, how
you take care of your hands
will make or break your hunt.
Whether you’re climbing a frost
coated tree stand or squeezing
the release, you need both
protection from the elements
and uncompromising dexterity.

STYLE: 90101
SIZES: OSFm

Merino glove

The core is our lightest weight glove, and has a
place in every glove system. The Core Gloves utilize
the same moisture wicking fabrics as the rest of the
Core family, and are very thin for tremendous
dexterity and breathability.
KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction

STYLE: 90061
SIZES: OSFm

core glove

>

SIZES: OSFM

>

Sitka’s line of hats give you a
full range of thermal ratings.
From our cold weather
WINDSTOPPER® fabric Stratus
Beanie, to our early season
moisture wicking Bandit, you
now have a complete range of
weather condition options.

• Small Mouth Slit

elevated Forest line

Handwear

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$30

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D Patterning, Sealon
Taping, WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Brushed Polyester
Knit Face

STYLE: 90032
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$69

Incinerator mitt

Incinerator muff

The high heat to weight ratio of synthetic
insulation paired with WINDSTOPPER® fabric
protection, will help your hands stay toasty when
the wind chill dips. This product maintains the dexterity
needed to make the shot of the season, and keep you
safer as you climb in and out of the stand.

The high heat-to-weight ratio synthetic
insulation found in the Incinerator Muff, paired
with WINDSTOPPER® laminate protection keeps
your hands warm when the wind starts whipping.

KEY FEATURES:
• Fold Back Magnetic
Mitt Design
• Brushed Face

KEY FEATURES:
• Black Poly Webbing Belt
with Side Release Option
• Brushed Face for Noise
Reduction

Technology: WINDSTOPPER®
Laminate, Primaloft® Insulation,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Face
STYLE: 90043

COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$139

ELEVATED FOREST

Pull The Bandit just over the bridge of your nose to use as a
face mask, leave it loose around your neck to keep the sun
off, or use it for added warmth over your face and neck.

COLORS

Whitetail hunting is a chess
game that requires clear
thinking and decisive action.
Cold fall days mean day long sits
where, if your head is frozen,
you’re out of the game.

NEW

core balaclava

• Internal Hand Warmer
Pocket
Technology: WINDSTOPPER®
Laminate, Durable Water Repellent Finish
Fabric Details: Brushed Polyester Face

STYLE: 90051
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$99
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ELEVATED Forest line

Packs / Necessities

Sitka’s pack design process began
with field-based conversations
about the varied size load and
volume needs of different
hunting trips. Our next step
was suspension engineering to
address harness touch points
for optimized comfort and
strategically located anchor
points consistent across the
line to allow for a completely
customizable strap system. We
then aligned the needs of each
type of trip with our unique
technologies in order to enhance
pack functionality. Finally, we
set out to craft form around
the functional structures and
features. Our aim was to keep
every pack as clean in design
as possible, despite the current
market trend toward excess.

sitka ascent 14

The Ascent 8 securely holds your knife, some
water, and your packable rain system. A prefoamed molded hip belt offers a comfortable
ride on the hips while the quilted Aero-Mesh
back panel keeps your lower back dry. Its hip
pockets are strategically located for calls,
range finders, wind indicators, and other small
items you need at arm’s reach. An internal
hydration system with hose clips running out
on the hip belt allows for easy access. Lashing
straps can carry various extra items. Two large
compression wings hug the pack tight to your
hips to stabilize the load.

Designed for the ever evolving demands of a
day-hunter the Ascent 14 bolsters a comfortable 1400 cubic inches. The horseshoe
shoulder yoke built independently of the pack
provides the hunter with superior torsional
freedom and range of movement. This unique
architecture allows the shooter to pivot at the
hips while the pack twists with their torso.
Main features include: pocketed hip belt,
partitions and organization for gear stowage,
detachable rain fly, hydration-system ready,
and adjustable yoke positioning for varying
torso lengths. The outer stretch-mesh over
flow pocket is a great catch all.

VOLUME: 800 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 1.51 Lbs.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

STYLE: 40005
COLORS

STYLE: 40009

COLORS

retail:

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$129

osfm

$229

sitka flash 20

bow hook

This highly technical day pack is suited
for long jaunts away from the truck. It’s
2000 cubic inch volume provides enough
room for surplus snacks, water, and even a
small bivy cache for the savvy lightweight
overnighter. An adjustable configuration
of load & accessory straps gives you the
freedom to secure even the most awkward
loads. Detailed with a padded spotting
scope pocket, pocketed waist belt, quick
stash mesh pockets, enabled for hydration
systems, and a suspended back to maximize
air circulation in the lumbar region. This
pack also includes a detachable rain fly
system, bra-clip/hypalon strap system,
over-sized stretch mesh outer pockets, and
our quick and secure gun/bow cable system.

Keep your bow hanging securely at your
side for hands free glassing, a quick wind
check, or powering down another energy
bar. All packages come with both 1 and
1.5 inch bow hooks. The 1.5 inch fits our
Bomber Belt and our pack straps. Our 1
inch fits the built in belts in the Ascent,
Mountain, and Timberline Pants.

NEW

KEY FEATURES:
• Rubber Gripper
• Functional Belt Attachment

Technology: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

STYLE: 40008
COLORS

VOLUME: 1400 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 3.08 Lbs.
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell Fabric

SIZES:

VOLUME: 2000 Cubic Inches
WEIGHT: 4.55 Lbs.

ELEVATED FOREST

>

Design Philosophy

sitka ascent 8

STYLE: 90063

COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

two per package:

retail:

osfm

$269

1" and 1.5"

$25

Sitka athlete Dusty Lutt swiveling to check the travel route behind his Iowa tree. PHOTO: Dusty Images
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Photos: Jonathan Hart

YOUTH

When the day includes purrs, clucks, and a good
gobble to boot, there’s no one better to share the
experience with then your young Jedi. When you add
in some stump shooting, lizard catching, dirt clod
throwing contests, slip sliding, bark tearing, branch
breaking, rock climbing, and snot wiping, it’s amazing
you see anything at all in what are usually quiet
woods. But sometimes, it all comes together and
memories that will be cast into both of your
heads forever are made.

youth
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youth line

NEW

Gear For The Youngsters

NEW

A critical next-to-skin piece for the
young hunter, the Youth Core Mock T
pulls moisture away from the skin and
keeps wet out. Kids stay comfortable
over a wide range of conditions and exertion levels. The Mock T also utilizes
silver encapsulated technology that
helps reduce odor causing bacteria.

Sitka youth cap
The Sitka Cap resized to ensure that
kids can enjoy the lightweight, go to
functionality of the original.

YOUTH

KEY FEATURES:
• Lightweight
• 4-Way Stretch
• Lightly Brushed
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Stretch Woven

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam Construction
• Deep Center Front Zip

>

We believe in investing in our
future. Not just being good
stewards, supporters of
conservation, and ambassadors
of our sport, but making sure that
the next generation will carry
the torch. They truly are the ones
where we need to be planting the
seeds. Staring outside at crappy
weather is even tougher for
your kids. Why not give them the
same advantage you have? Sitka.
Applying the same expertise’s in
form, function, and fit that goes
into our “full” size line up, Sitka
youth is resetting the bar.

Youth Core Mock T

Technology: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10020
COLORS

NEW

SIZES:

retail:

Youth S-L

$39

STYLE: 90104
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

Youth osfm

$25

scrambler jacket

scrambler pant

With expandable sleeves, the
Scrambler Jacket provides quickmoving, quick-growing kids with
many seasons of durable, lightweight
insulation. This jacket wards off the
chill during early morning grinds,
through the daily need for speed, and
into evening’s mellow breezes.

Tough enough for little tykes, and carefully lined with micro fleece to wick
and keep the chill away, the Scrambler
Pant is an articulated soft shell pant,
with expandable legs, made to be worn
with (or without) under layers.

NEW

KEY FEATURES:
• Ifits Nylon Ripstop
Reinforced Seat And Knees
• 2-Way Stretch
• Zippered Thigh Pockets
• Micro Fleece Lining

KEY FEATURES:
• iFits Nylon Ripstop
Reinforced Elblows
• Articulated Elbows
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Functional Chest Pocket

Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Face

Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Face
STYLE: 50049
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

Youth S-L

$129

STYLE: 50059
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

Youth S-L

$89

Antelope season in Northern Nevada brought dust devils, scorching heat, and a nasty moth hatch
in the camp of Sitka ambassador Jason Peak and daughter Emma. Shown here with an early morning
game face, Emma never once complained or gave up. It was her first hunt. PHOTO: Jason Peak
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www.daviddenies.com
PHOTOS: Jeff Simpson

WATERFOWL

Years and countless hours shooting ducks in
Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay couldn’t have prepared
Sitka ambassadors Dennis Zuck and Larry Abbott
for their voyage south to the Buenos Aires province
of Argentina. Sunsets framed by fluttering pintails,
blankets of smoking red shells on the water, and
seriously damaged trigger fingers are memories
that will be etched in their minds forever.

waterfowl
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WATERFOWL line
Next–To–Skin

The Core Crew wisks moisture off
the surface of your skin to keep you
comfortable throughout the hunt. With
scent control in mind, the Core fabric
incorporates silver encapsulated
technology to help reduce odor
causing bacteria. Available in
short sleeve and long sleeve.

The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin
layer designed to literally pull moisture
off the surface of your skin. This enables
you to remain comfortable over a wide
range of conditions and exertion levels.
The Core fabric also utilizes silver
encapsulated technology that helps
reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam Construction
• Available in Short or Long Sleeve

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

SS STYLE: 10006 LS STYLE: 10012
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

(SS) $49 (LS) $79

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

STYLE: 10011
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$89

RETAIL SOLiD:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

(SS) $45 (LS) $69

M – XXL

$79

COLORS

core bottom

Core boxers

The Core Series bottoms can be effectively worn under any of our pants or
bibs, and were created to help reduce
odor, provide warmth, and keep you
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed
to ensure a full range of motion while
virtually adding no extra bulk.

Intended as a mechanism to draw
moisture away from the body, the Core
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and
discomfort by utilizing the same the
fabric as the Core Series.
Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10013
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

S – 3XL

$69

STYLE: 10014
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$35

Merino Core Zip-T

Merino Next–To–Skin

Sharing the same features as the
Core Zip-T, but with a higher heat-toweight ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T
will regulate your body temperature,
move moisture away from your skin
and is naturally odor resistant.

WATERFOWL

The moisture wicking ability and
comfort of our 4-way stretch Core
Series provides an unparalleled
next-to-skin wearing experience.
Essential for any hunt, these
lightweight garments pull
moisture off the surface of your
skin; keeping you dry from the
inside out. The sweat you work
up while carrying awkward decoy
bags, or setting your spread is
quickly wicked away from your
skin. This keeps you dry, so when
you finally settle into the blind the
chill doesn’t settle in with you.

core zip-t

Key features:
• Deep center front zip
• Flat lock seam construction

why sitka’s merino wool?

>

>

WHY SITKA Next–to–skin

WATERFOWL line

core crew (ss & ls)

Merino wool has long been
recognized as a superior high
performance fabric. Excellent
at regulating body temperature,
wicking moisture away from
the skin, and retaining warmth
even when wet, Merino wool is
a great start to a brilliant
waterfowl system.

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10008
COLORS

Sitka’s Merino wool comes from
growers with sustainable and
holistic production values. Our
manufacturing facility is a key
supplier for many prominent and
discerning athletic wear makers.
Sitka’s Merino wool is circular
knit. It comes off the machine in
a tube. For solid colors, we turn
the face inside prior to dyeing.
This results in less face abrasion,
better pilling performance and
increased durability.

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$129

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$119

Merino core bottom
With the same benefits as the Merino
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make
a perfect base layer from a snowy
grind in the Rockies to a frigid
Midwest stand.
Key features:
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

At every stage, our wool is
subject to exacting methods,
standards, and practices to
ensure the highest quality. As
a result, Sitka’s Merino wool
is the best on the market.

STYLE: 10010
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

s – 3XL

$119

A couple late morning green heads for Sitka Founder
Jonathan Hart in California’s Butte Sink. PHOTO: David Brinker
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WATERFOWL line

traverse zip-t

Insulation

kelvin jacket

Engineered with WINDSTOPPER®
laminate and a micro check fleece
backer, The Dakota Vest blocks skin
piercing icy winds as an outer layer
or acts as a cozy insulation layer.

Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• 4-Way Stretch
• Thumb Loops

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Hand Pockets, 2 Chest Pockets
• Micro Check Fleece Backer
• Articulated Patterning

Worn as an outer layer or underneath a shell, the Kelvin Jacket is
filled with Primaloft® Insulation
and is designed to distance the
atmospheric climate from your
skin to allow you to stay toasty.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Softshell, Polyester Knit Face

NEW

COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$99

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$89

COLORS

traverse bottom

NEW

The Traverse Series Bottoms are
designed to be worn seamlessly
underneath your outer layer bigs
or waders for extra insulation while
still providing a wide range of
motion and odor resistance.

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL:

m – 3XL

$169

STYLE: 30012
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

M – XXL

$229

duck oven jacket

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Hand Pockets, 1 Chest Pocket
• Thumb Loops
• Easily Tuck Able Lower Fabric

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

• Thermally Efficient
• Superior Water Resistant
• Dries Faster than Down
• Breathable
• Wind Resistant

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Laminate,
130G/M2 Primaloft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: High-Count Polyester Weave

WINDSTOPPER™
laminate
STYLE: 10002

Inner layer

TECHNOLOGY: 170G/M2 PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation
FABRIC DETAILS: High Count Polyester Weave

The Duck Oven Jacket is your core’s best
friend on late season crispy cold days.
We’ve cleverly united the wind protection
of WINDSTOPPER® and the lightweight
insulating qualities of Primaloft®, with
Traverse fabric on the bottom third to
make tucking in to your waders
seamless and non-restricting.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Functional Fly
• Elastic Waist Band

Outer shell

KEY FEATURES:
• High Heat-To-Weight Ratio
• Tightly Woven Polyester Face
• Articulated Patterning

STYLE: 30025

STYLE: 10001

WATERFOWL

>

With a Core next-to-skin layer as
a foundation, the garments shown
here are about as far down as a
waterfowler will ever strip. At this
level, wind resistance is still crucial as is heat retention. As with
all Sitka garments, each piece is
designed to the unique needs and
approaches of a variety of waterfowl hunting styles. Choose the
insulation layer that’s right
for your approach.

Dakota vest

The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top
that has insulating qualities, moves
with you, and is treated with an
antimicrobial bath to ward off
odor causing bacteria.

COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

$79

STYLE: 30026
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIl:

m – 3XL

$249

The Mayor, Jeff Watt, always getting it done. PHOTO:Jeff Simpson
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NEW

WATERFOWL line

NEW

Pantanal parka
Mapped for comfort, range of motion,
and extended abrasion and tear protection, the Pantanal Parka overcomes
the nastiest of duck days. The Pantanal
Parka is built longer, with water wicking
backers, water sealing cuffs, a drop
away hood and a micro ripstop textile.

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Chest Pockets, 2 Shell Pockets
• Magnetic Tuck Away Call Pockets
• Fully Adjustable, Rotating Hood
• Articulated Patterning
• Water Sealing Cuffs
• Pit Zips

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Woven, Abrasion
and Tear Reinforcement in Elbows and Lower Back

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Woven
STYLE: 50057
COLORS

NEW

SIZES:

retail:

m – 3XL

$369

STYLE: 50055
COLORS

Hudson jacket

NEW

retail:

m – 3XL

$469

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Chest Pockets, 2 Shell Pockets
• 2 Handwarmer Pockets
• Fully Adjustable, Rotating Hood
• Articulated Patterning
• Water Sealing Cuffs

Pantanal bib

KEY FEATURES:
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Full Side Zips
• 6 Functional Pockets
• Reinforced Knees and Seat
TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Woven, Abrasion
and Tear Reinforcements in Seat and Knees

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
130G/M2 Primaloft® Sport Insulation,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Woven

STYLE: 50056

STYLE: 50058
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – 3XL

$399

Essential to layering, is matching
up your outerwear to anticipated
conditions, and then regulating
heat with middle layers. The
durability, waterproofness,
and breathability of GORE-TEX®
fabric makes for the ultimate
in harsh conditions armor.
GORE-TEX® fabric effectively
keeps the weather out and
warmth locked in without
trapping sweat vapor which
can lead to that clammy feeling.

A perfect compliment to the jacket and
a stronghold barrier to the elements,
the Pantanal Bibs will keep the frosty
burn off your legs. Constructed with
a GORE-TEX® laminate, micro check
backer, and reinforced knees and seat,
this is an ideal solution whether your
in a layout or in a boat.

The Hudson insulated jacket addresses
late season ice coated waters with
ease. The combination of GORE-TEX®
laminate protection and reliable
Primaloft® insulation make the Hudson
a must for the discerning lateseason
water fowler.

Our outerwear for waterfowl
addresses a full season of needs
no matter what flyway you spend
your time in. If you’re hunting
deeper water that requires wading
and you want to keep your pockets
out of the water, the Delta Wading
Jacket fits the bill. Maybe you’re
hunting mostly layouts, boats
and/or prefer the benefits from
extended length of a parka, if so;
the Pantanal is your go to. The
Hudson Jacket fits in the arsenal of
those hunting in the harsh cold of
the later seasons and prefers the
length of a traditional jacket, with
a bit more built in insulation.

SIZES:

Outerwear

>

>

KEY FEATURES:
• 2 Chest Pockets, 2 Shell Pockets
• 2 Handwarmer Pockets
• Magnetic Tuck Away Call Pockets
• Fully Adjustable, Rotating Hood
• Micro Check Fleece Backer
• Athletic Fit
• Pit Zips

WATERFOWL line

WATERFOWL

Whether you’re traversing a marshland
tule maze or navigating the willows
along a river, the Delta Wading Jacket’s
shorter length keeps your pockets out
of the water, and keeps you comfortably engaged. Built with a GORE-TEX®
laminate, the lightweight and
articulated Delta Jacket moves with
you and easily stuffs in your daypack.

Outerwear

As in any hunting segment, the
priorities for waterfowl outerwear
are unique. Unlike the whitetail
world, noise is not as much of
a factor. A little weight can be
sacrificed to accommodate feature
sets that you would never see
on a piece of Sitka used in the
Rockies. Non-stop protection
from relentless rain, sleet, snow,
and wind is a must. Fabrics tough
enough to withstand trail blazing,
tule patches, kicking shotgun
butts, shouldering decoy bags,
and years of muddy abuse
are a bare minimum.

delta wading jacket

COLORS

SIZES:

m – 3XL

retail:

$489

The gnarliest storm Klamath Basin delivered in 2011, with equal portions sleet, hail, snow,
and infamous Oregon downpours, wasn’t enough to stop OUTFITTER Darren Roe and athlete
Matt Brimmer from diver hunting. It was just nasty enough to not go home, and too nasty to
use the layout boats. They opted on plan B...shoot from the rocks. PHOTO: MATT BRIMMER
www.roeoutfitters.com

tall:

m – XL
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Matt brimmer
Matt and his side kick...Sky.
PHOTO: Isabel Brinker

Sitka Athlete, guide for Roe Outfitters in Oregon, and true
waterfowl geek, Matt Brimmer helped make our waterfowl
system a true game changer.
Born and raised in the Pacific Flyway’s Klamath Basin, Nearly 80 days
per year, Matt pushes waterfowling to another level. From green heads
to speckle bellies, if there is a flight, Matt is there to intercept it.

matt brimmer
SITKA ATHLETE

Sitka: How do you prepare for the season?
M: Come opening day I like to hook up my equipment and go! I begin
preparation at the end of the spring season. I clean, repaint, reweight,
and replace decoys. I tune-up boats, goose trailers, and layout blinds.
Come summer, I work on the ponds, and continue to condition the dogs
through swimming and fieldwork. A few weeks before season scouting
begins, I double check equipment and brush the blinds.
Sitka: Why are you so successful as a hunter?
M: Proper scouting is the biggest reason. Trial and error has taught me
what works and where to go. I’ve studied waterfowl and their habitat.
For every hour spent hunting, I probably spend twice that scouting.
Sitka: What makes the Klamath Basin a waterfowl mecca?
M: The Lower Klamath Wildlife Refuge and its sister refuge, Tulelake
Wildlife Refuge encompass approx 80,000 acres of public land in the
Basin. During the fall migration hundreds of thousands of migrating

Matt, with a hot meal on his mind, pulling his spread after AN
ALL DAY HUNT STANDING ON FROZEN REEDS. PHOTO: Jonathan Hart

ducks and geese stop in on their way further south. The spring migration
also brings vast numbers of White Front, Ross, and Snow Geese.
Sitka: What are the best conditions to hunt in the Klamath Basin?
M: The best days are when the rain, sleet, snow and wind all show up
in turn to slap you in the face at 10-15 mph. In Klamath Basin we hunt
Waterfowl from early October to early March. The best hunting typically
takes place in October through early December, depending on
migration patterns.
Sitka: What species of ducks/geese do you give the most time?
M: Most of my season is spent chasing Mallards, Pintail, Widgeon,
Canadian Honkers and Speck bellies. All five species offer different
excitement and hunting tactics. The ultimate hunt, which happens a
couple times a year, is setting up a large honker spread in a grain field
and having tornadoes of Widgeon, Mallards, and Pintail in your face
at 15 yards.
Sitka: What other flyways have you hunted?
M: I have hunted all four flyways in North America, the Pacific and
Central flyways of Canada, and the Pacific Flyway of Mexico. The Pacific
Flyway is my favorite. It offers100-108 day general season: approximately 33 hunt able waterfowl species (26 of which are hunt able in the
Klamath Basin): generous limits: and vast amounts of public land.

For next-to-skin, he trusts the Core Crew Top
and Bottom to keep the sweat off. His first
insulation layer, the Traverse Zip T, hugs tight
to his core for extra warmth. Later in the
season, when the cold front rolls in, he’ll add
another level of toastiness with the Primaloft®
insulated Kelvin Jacket over his Traverse Zip
T. The Pantanal Jacket and Bib save the duck
day as a versatile outer layer, a conclusive
barrier against nature’s wrath. The Pantanal
Glove keeps his trigger finger ready for the next
squeeze. To top it all off, a trusty Sitka Cap and
Traverse Beanie keep his head warm and his
thinking clear for those inevitable split
second decisions.

WATERFOWL

Matt not taking his eye off the sky during some
mid-day down time in Oregon’s Spec season.
PHOTO: Jonathan Hart

Besides being a waterfowl nut in his personal
life, Matt guides professionally. This means,
there’s no sitting home by the fireplace on days
when he doesn’t feel like dealing with Klamath
Basin’s worst conditions. When the temperature
dives, the clouds let loose, and he’s gotta haul
a cart full of decoys, it is imperative that his
system keep him warm and dry.

matt’S waterfowl SYSTEM

core crew ls	

core bottoms	

traverse zip–t	Kelvin jacket

pantanal bib

traverse beanie 	sitka cap

pantanal parka

pantanal gloves

For more complete gear lists of our athletes, visit sitkagear.com
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WATERFOWL line
Headwear

traverse balaclava

Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse Zip-T and
Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a great early season beanie
or a perfect compliment to a cold weather layering system.

Like the Traverse Top and Bottom, the Traverse
Balaclava offers maximum concealment and cold
weather protection, but for your head.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

STYLE: 90002
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$25

STYLE: 90022
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$39

Dakota beanie

Our go-to cap constructed of the same water resistant,
breathable, stretch woven fabric as the Ascent Series.

The Dakota Beanie will stop any breeze in its
tracks with its WInDSToPPer® laminate. The
Dakota offers light insulation. Wear it as a standalone on milder duck days. Layer it with another
Sitka beanie late in the season.

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Same Fabric
as Ascent Pant

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Micro Check Fleece
Backer

STYLE: 90101
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$25

Pantanal cap

KEY FEATURES:
• 2-Way Stretch
• Cut, Sewn, & Taped
Seams

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$49

$39

NEW

KEY FEATURES:
• Adjustable Back Buckle
• Functional Earflaps

STYLE: 90065
retail:

traverse glove

delta deek glove

Patterned for a tighter feel, the Traverse Gloves have the
same benefits as the rest of the Traverse family, which
makes them a great stand alone glove, but they can also be
used in combination with other gloves in the Sitka family.

Whether you are in the wet, cold, or both, you’ll find
refuge in these GORE-TEX® laminate reinforced
gloves. A removable mid-pile liner adds warmth when
needed. You can also mix and match the Delta Deek
with other Sitka gloves to create a personal system.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

A waterfowler’s hands take
a beating. From setting and
picking up decoys in icy water
to sitting patiently for hours at a
time in a blind clutching a cold,
steel shotgun, waterfowlers
rarely have the option of putting
their hands in their pockets
for warmth. Sitka handwear
systems are designed with
an understanding of the
elements that a waterfowler’s
hands are exposed to, while
also addressing the need
for trigger-finger dexterity
when a duck’s feet drop as it
parachutes into a decoy spread.
Like Sitka clothing systems, it is
key that you match appropriate
liner gloves with the best outer
glove to suit your needs.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

KEY FEATURES:
• Elastic Wrist
• Draw Cinch Cord
• Removable Liner

STYLE: 90029
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – XL

$30

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester
Woven

STYLE: 90069
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – XL

$169

Hudson Lobster Mitt N E W

Pantanal glove

The hybrid design of the Hudson Lobster Mitt
ensures the functionality of a glove with the
warmth of a gauntlet style mitt. The high heatto-weight ratio of the Primaloft® insulation
paired with GORE-TEX® laminate protection
keeps your hands warm and dry.

The Pantanal’s low loft fleece liner, GORE-TEX®
laminate, DWR treated stretch woven face, and durable
leather palms come together perfectly to bring you a
remarkably versatile, all season glove.

KEY FEATURES:
• Elastic Wrist
• Draw Cinch Cord

KEY FEATURES:
• Low Loft Fleece Lining
• Leather Palms

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
130 G/M2 Primaloft® Sport,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Stretch Polyester Woven
STYLE: 90068

COLORS

NEW

SIZES: m – XL

retail:

$159

NEW

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch

STYLE: 90067
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – XL

$99

Properly nicknamed the “Fudd”, the Hudson Hat
will keep you, your head, and ears toasty so
you remain sharp and ready. The GORE-TEX®
laminate will keep the moisture out and allow your
perspiration to escape, while the high loft fleece
lining will effectively insulate against the cold.

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABric DeTAilS: Stretch Polyester Woven

OSFM

Technology: WinDSToPPer® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABric DeTAilS: Stretch Polyester Woven

Hudson hat

NEW

SIZES:

NEW

STYLE: 90064
COLORS

When storm clouds are throwing soaking fastballs
your way, you need the protection of a GORE-TEX® cap.
The Pantanal Cap has the same functional design as a
normal ball cap, with the added benefits of being
waterproof and breathable.

COLORS

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

sitka cap
KEY FEATURES:
• Flat Lock Seam
Construction
• 4-Way Stretch

Handwear

WATERFOWL

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece, Brushed
on the Inside

WATERFOWL line

>

>

A cutting wind will quickly teach
you the difference between
keeping a cool head and having a
cold head. The latter leaves you
cold clean through. Sitka’s got you
covered from the lightest breeze
to the sharp edge of a marsh wind.

traverse beanie

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABric DeTAilS: Stretch Polyester Woven

STYLE: 90066
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

OSFM

$79
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WATERFOWL line

NEW

Packs

>

WATERFOWL

This hybrid backpack allows for easy
and quick access to your gear, while
providing a water-resistant side to
set on the ground. Handles on the top
and side make this easy to pick up
and move quickly. The harnesses are
muck-proof with open mesh and closed
cell foam pads. Tuck these away when
you don’t want them, or remove the
belt if you want to have a lower profile.
Belt pockets have big openings for
quick shell access. A duck noose and
compression straps allow you to carry
out your day’s work.

Design Philosophy
Sitka’s pack design process starts
with field-based conversations
to assess what size load and
volume you need for different
hunting trips. This commands
the suspension engineering
and address harness touch
points for optimized comfort to
keep you dry while supporting
the loading weight. We then
access all functional aspects
of the needs of each style of
trip and integrate our unique
technologies. As a final step we
craft form around the functional
structures and features. We aim
to keep each pack as clean in
design as possible contrary to
the market’s trend of putting ten
times the pockets you’ll ever use.
Our strategically located anchor
points are consistent across
the line to allow a completely
customizable strap system for
what each load may dictate.

Half Choke Pack

VOLUME: 1200 Cubic Inches
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Woven & Nylon Woven
Reinforcements
STYLE: 40019
COLORS

NEW

SIZES:

RETAIL:

OSFM

$169

full choke pack
The larger style of our waterfowl
collection adds a few more features to
the Half Choke model. The Full choke
provides extra pocketing on the front
and more organization for the small
stuff. The handles are padded for more
support. Just like it’s little brother,
the bottom and sides are taped seams
with durable nylon fabric. For flooded
timber, clip this pack to a tree with the
webbing on top.
VOLUME: 1700 Cubic Inches
Technology: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Woven & Nylon Woven
STYLE: 40020

COLORS

SIZE:

RETAIL:

OSFM

$189

Set. Pull. Set. Pull. Set. Pull ...the snow’s finally cooperated for Sitka
Athlete Jeff Watt and possy after setting and pulling over 2000 decoys
several times in 36 hours this spring in MO. PHOTO: Jeff Simpson
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PHOTOS: Seacat Creative, David Brinker,
Jeff Simpson

SOLIDS

The season never ends for the true hunter. Long after
the rut, the whitetail authority is moving stand locations,
locking up property, tuning bows, planting food plots,
scouting velvet bucks, and sifting through trail cam pics by
the thousands. Western big gamers spend their “off” time
trail running, scouring topo maps, cutting trails, building
arrows, tweaking gear and picking sheds. The waterfowl
specialist takes off repairing boats, brushing blinds, moving dirt, cleaning decoys, shooting clays, and conditioning
the dogs. No matter where or what they hunt, all true
hunters share a year round dedication to their sport.

solids
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solid colors
Next–To–Skin

The Core Crew wisks moisture off
the surface of your skin to keep you
comfortable throughout the hunt. With
scent control in mind, the Core fabric
incorporates silver encapsulated
technology to help reduce odor
causing bacteria. Available in
short sleeve and long sleeve.

The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin
layer designed to literally pull moisture
off the surface of your skin. This enables
you to remain comfortable over a wide
range of conditions and exertion levels.
The Core fabric also utilizes silver
encapsulated technology that helps
reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Flat Lock Seam Construction
• Available in Short or Long Sleeve

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

SS STYLE: 10006 LS STYLE: 10012
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

(SS) $49 (LS) $79

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

STYLE: 10011
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$89

RETAIL SOLiD:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

(SS) $45 (LS) $69

M – XXL

$79

COLORS

core bottom

Core boxers

The Core Series bottoms can be effectively worn under any of our pants or
bibs, and were created to help reduce
odor, provide warmth, and keep you
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed
to ensure a full range of motion while
virtually adding no extra bulk.

Intended as a mechanism to draw
moisture away from the body, the Core
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and
discomfort by utilizing the same the
fabric as the Core Series.
Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

Key features:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology
FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component Polyester

STYLE: 10013
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

S – 3XL

$69

STYLE: 10014
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

m – xXL

$35

Merino Core Zip-T

Merino Next–To–Skin

Sharing the same features as the
Core Zip-T, but with a higher heat-toweight ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T
will regulate your body temperature,
move moisture away from your skin
and is naturally odor resistant.
Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Flat Lock Seam Construction

why sitka’s merino wool?
Merino wool has long been
recognized as a superior high
performance fabric: excellent
at regulating body temperature,
wicking moisture away from the
skin, and retaining warmth even
when wet.

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10008
COLORS

Not all Merino is the same. Fiber
processing, textile manufacture
techniques, construction and fit
impact wool quality.

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$129

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$119

Merino core bottom

Sitka’s Merino wool comes from
growers with sustainable and
holistic production values. Our
manufacturing facility is a key
supplier for many prominent and
discerning athletic wear makers.
Sitka’s Merino wool is circular
knit. It comes off the machine in
a tube. For solid colors, we turn
the face inside prior to dyeing.
This results in less face abrasion,
better pilling performance and
increased durability.
At every stage, our wool is subject
to exacting methods, standards,
and practices to ensure the
highest quality. As a result,
Sitka’s Merino wool is the
best on the market.

SOLIDS

Creating unparalleled comfort,
the core series utilizes a 4-way
stretch moisture wicking
fabric. Essential for any hunt,
these lightweight garments
are designed to literally pull
moisture off the surface of your
skin: keeping you dry from the
inside out. When you are dry, you
will stay cool when it’s hot and
warm when it’s not. To ensure
an order resistant hunt, the Core
fabric utilizes silver encapsulated
technology that reduces odorcausing bacteria.

core zip-t

>

>

essential for any hunt

solid colors

core crew (ss & ls)

With the same benefits as the Merino
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make
a perfect base layer from a snowy
grind in the Rockies to a frigid
Midwest stand.
Key features:
• Elastic Waist Band
• Functional Fly
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Merino Wool Knit Super Fine
18.9 Micron Fibers Machine Launder, No-Itch Wool

STYLE: 10010
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

s – 3XL

$119

Sitka associate Corey Piersol’s method of staying sharp for
chasing elk is scouting new climbing routes and “sending.”
PHOTO: Seacat Creative
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solid colors
Insulation

traverse zip-t

traverse Hoody

The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top
that has insulating qualities, moves
with you, and is treated with an
antimicrobial bath to ward off
odor causing bacteria.

The Traverse Hoody adds cranial
warmth, protection, and concealment
to the already bomber Traverse top.

Key features:
• Deep Center Front Zip
• 4-Way Stretch
• Thumb Loops

>

traverse series
A highly wind resistant and
durable face allow this mid
layer to be worn in all technical
situations, while the soft lofted
inside will hold in heat and AntiMicrobial bath technology will
ward off odor causing bacteria.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Super Stretch Polyester Knit, Microfiber Fleece,
Brushed on the Inside

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

STYLE: 10001
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$99

SOLID SIZES:

M – XXL

SOLIDS

Key features:
• Form Fitting Hood
• Deep Center Front Zip
• Thumb Loops
• Off Set Zipper

STYLE: 10018
CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$149

RETAIL SOLiD:

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$89

M – XXL

$139

COLORS

traverse bottom
The Traverse Series Bottoms are
designed to be worn seamlessly underneath your outer layer pants for extra
insulation while still providing a wide
range of motion and odor resistance.
KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch
• Functional Fly
• Elastic Waist Band
TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch Polyester Knit,
Microfiber Fleece, Brushed on the Inside

STYLE: 10002
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

s – 3XL

$79
Sitka ambassador, Tyler Johnerson shed hunting deep in Montana’s back country. This giant
“white” had been laying on this sage bench for 3 years...undisturbed. PHOTO: David Brinker
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solid colors

solid colors

90% jacket

Outerwear

Designed for any high intensity outdoor
activity, the 90% supports full out effort in
rapid ascents and breezy declines. Stitched
from a durable, breathable 2-way stretch and
DWR treated soft material and topped with
an innovative soft shell finish, this
jacket works with you.

last line of defense

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester Face
STYLE: 50003
COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$269

SOLID SIZES:

RETAIL SOLiD:

M – XXL

$249

90% pant
The 90% pant can be worn with or
without underlayers. Articulated and
fleece-lined, this durable, soft shell
pant brings a layer of warmth to any
outdoor regimen.

Your last line of defense against
the worst weather conditions.
After you have layered with your
next-to-skin pieces, insulation
pieces, and sometimes soft shell,
then your hard shell pieces come
out to keep all the weather out—
and therefore, your heat in.

coldfront jacket

Our solution for extended wet weather
exposure and constructed with a
GORE-TEX® laminate, the Stormfront
Series is hunting’s go-to protection for
extended wet weather protection, period.

Tailored for cold and wet weather,
the Coldfront Jacket marries light
insulation with the breathable rain
protection of GORE-TEX® laminate.
KEY FEATURES:
• Micro Fleece Lining
• 5 Strategically Located Pockets
• Athletic Fit
• Pit-Zips
TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

STYLE: 50013
COLORS

GORE-TEX® products offers
the ultimate in waterproofbreathable protection, with
a highly durable face fabric—
making the Stormfront Jacket
and Pant the ultimate in
extreme weather protection.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Knees
• 2-Way Stretch
• Zippered Thigh Pockets
• Micro Fleece Lining

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$499

STYLE: 50008
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$549

RETAIL SOLiD:

RETAIL SOLiD:

$479

$529

stormfront Pant

coldfront pant

The perfect partner to the Stormfront
Jacket, the Stormfront Pant provides
a critical shield against a saturated
mother earth by utilizing GORE-TEX®
laminate and is also durable enough
to last above timberline.

Engineered with GORE-TEX® laminate and full length leg zips, this pant
is built to play hard-ball in nature’s
coldest and wettest conditions.
KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Five Strategically Located Pockets
• Full Side Zips
• Internal Belt System

KEY FEATURES:
• Full Side Zips
• Rugged 3 Layer Hard-Shell
• Articulated Knees And Seat
• Internal Belt System

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Face

SOLIDS

Whether you’re a hunter who
prefers to go traditional in solids,
or a guy looking for performance
gear in the off-season, Sitka’s
solid color outer wear is a
collaborative top layer to the
full spectrum of systems.

stormfront jacket

KEY FEATURES:
• Rugged 3 Layer Hard-Shell
• Athletic Fit
• Pit-Zips
• 4 Strategically Located Pockets

>

>

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Elbows
• Pit-Zips
• 2-Way Stretch
• Micro Fleece Lining
• Chest Pockets

Outerwear

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave

TECHNOLOGY: ORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Weave
STYLE: 50004

COLORS

CAMO SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

S – 3XL

$249

camo sIZE tall:

m – XL

STYLE: 50014
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$429

STYLE: 50009
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL CAMO:

m – xXL

$489

solid sizes:

RETAIL SOLiD:

RETAIL SOLiD:

RETAIL SOLiD:

m – XxL

$249

$399

$469
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solid colors

Headwear / Necessities

Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse Zip-T
and Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a great early
season beanie or a perfect compliment to a cold
weather layering system.

The Flash Gaiter was built for the new breed of trail
running shoe athletes covering miles in the high country,
who are tired of twigs and scree getting underneath
their pants and into their shoes.

KEY FEATURES:
• 4-Way Stretch

KEY FEATURES:
• Stretch Woven Nylon
Tube Design
• Eight Inches in Height

STYLE: 90002
SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$25

• Highly Durable
TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch Woven

STYLE: 90017
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$49

sitka suspenders

Bomber Belt

An optional addition to the Mountain, Ascent, Timberline,
and 90% pants these suspenders will not only hold up
your britches, they will also outlast every suspender
in your closet.

The Bomber Belt is maybe the most solid and robust
utility belt ever imagined. Designed to hold up far
more than just your drawers, there is no reason
why the Bomber Belt shouldn’t accompany every
backcountry adventure.

KEY FEATURES:
• Bra Clip Fastening
System
• Cam Locks for Easy
Adjustment in Length

• Rubber Gripper

KEY FEATURES:
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon
• Cast Aluminum Buckle
• Extremely Durable Nylon

Fabric Details: Urethane Elastic

STYLE: 90141

STYLE: 90034
COLORS

COLORS
SIZES:

retail:

SIZES:

osfm

$30

M – xl

bow hook

retail:

$25

> How you take care of your hands
can make or break a hunt. Your
hands are the most important
tools you have, so protect them—
give them the dexterity they
need when it comes down to
that moment of truth.

shooter glove

talus glove

Designed around the needs of bow hunters and technical
shooters, the Shooter Glove is form fitting and highly
breathable with excellent finger dexterity, durability,
and range of motion.

The Talus Glove is a solid, all around glove that shines
in many conditions. Whether shooting your rifle, bow,
or scrambling up scree fields, the Talus is set to be
a cult favorite.

KEY FEATURES:
• Articulated Patterning
• Spacer Mesh Backer

KEY FEATURES:
• Form Fitting
• Open Mesh Backer
• Leather Palm
• Articulated Pattering

>

>

You’re not focused on the hunt
when you’re hiking up your pants
and digging gravel out of your
boots. Sitka necessities help
to keep your attention where
it belongs.

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-Microbial Treatment
FABRIC DETAILS: Super Stretch
Polyester Knit

Handwear

Sitka’s line of technical gloves
give you a wide variety of options
to keep you covered. Your options
range from an ultra lightweight
system for high output and high
heat conditions to the full-on
storm system that you can couple
a bomber outer glove with a
lighter weight liner glove to
shoot comfortably.

STYLE: 90041
COLORS

STYLE: 90031

COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$49

M – xl

$59

mountain glove

GORE-TEX® Mountain glove

A true work horse for the professional outdoorsman, the
Mountain Glove is built on the proven performance of a
highly abrasion resistant stretch woven face and lined
with a quick wicking micro-grid liner.

Stemming from the Mountain Glove, but adding
the breathable weather protection of a GORE-TEX®
membrane, the GORE-TEX® Mountain Glove is an
ideal solution for wet weather mountain hunting.

KEY FEATURES:
• Wicking Micro-Grid Liner
• Leather Palm
• Detailed Fit

KEY FEATURES:
• Full Gauntlet Length
• Micro Grid Liner
• Leather Palm
• Waterproof/Breathable

TECHNOLOGY: Durable Water
Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch
Woven Face, Leather Palms

STYLE: 90027
COLORS

SOLIDS

flash gaiter

FOCUS
COLORS

solid colors

traverse beanie

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$99

Technology: GORE-TEX® Laminate,
Durable Water Repellent Finish
FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch
Woven Face

STYLE: 90050
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

M – xl

$129

NEW

Keep your bow hanging securely at your side for hands
free glassing, a quick wind check, or powering down
another energy bar. All packages come with both 1 and 1.5
inch bow hooks. The 1.5 inch fits our Bomber Belt and our
pack straps. Our 1 inch fits the built in belts in the Ascent,
Mountain, and Timberline Pants.
KEY FEATURES:
• Rubber Gripper
• Functional Belt Attachment
STYLE: 90063
COLORS
two per package:

retail:

1" and 1.5"

$25
73

logo wear

treadmill shirt

NEW

NEW

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

sitka hoodie
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

FRONT
BACK

>

Our tribe bleeds Sitka year round.
Our ever expanding line now
allows our fans to plaster the
Sitka logo everywhere. Throw a
sticker on the back window of your
pick up, sport our hoody to work,
beat up one of our caps, or plan
your weekly wardrobe around our
variety of T’s...there is now no
excuse to not fly the Sitka flag in
some aspect, everyday.

COLORS

NEW

BACK

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

(SS) $25 (LS) $30

FRONT

LOGO WEAR

SS STYLE: 20006 LS STYLE: 20007

STYLE: 20010

BACK
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

$55

Alaska Word Cloud

sitka cotton cap

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

FRONT

SS STYLE: 20008 LS STYLE: 20009
COLORS

SIZES:

RETAIL:

S – 3XL

(SS) $25 (LS) $30

STYLE: 90103
COLORS

SIZES:

retail:

osfm

$25

sitka die cut sticker

gear shirt
FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

FRONT

BACK

SS STYLE: 20002 LS STYLE: 20001
COLORS

3 x 7: POP 1010 2.25 x 5.25: POP 1009

SIZES:

RETAIL:

SIZES:

RETAIl:

S – xXL

(SS) $25 (LS) $30

3x7

$10

Sitka Athlete, Tom Foss started this tradition when he shot his first Desert Sheep.
Here, he admires the arrows of other successful archery sheep hunters – including
his sons’ – embedded behind the bar at Del Borracho Saloon in Loreto, Mexico.
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colors &
sizing charts

small

medium

large

X-Large

2x-Large

3x-Large

youth
Sizing

small
(8)

medium
(10–12)

large
(14–16)

Chest

36–38"

39–41"

42–45"

46–49"

50-53"

54-57"

height

45–51"

51 ½–58"

57 ½–64"

Sleeve

33"

34"

35"

35 ½"

36"

36 ½"

chest

25 ½–27"

28 ½–30"

31 ½–33"

>

28-30"

31–33"

34–37"

38–41"

42–45"

46–49"

inseam reg.

31"

31"

32"

32"

32"

32"

Hip

Waist

inseam tall

32"

33"

34"

34"

34"

34"

inseam

glove sizing

medium

large

X-Large

Circumference

8–8.5

9–9.5

9.5–10

length

7.5–8

8.5–9

9–9.5

7

3

7 /8

5

7 /8

7 /8

21"

22"

23"

25"

hats

22-23"

24–25"

26–27 ½"

26–27 ½"

29–30 ½"

32–33 ½"

19–21"

23 ½–25"

26 ½–28"

head circumference

The Sitka System Builder takes the
think work out of compiling a gear
system that meets the varying
demands presented by both the
individual hunt and the various
hunting opportunities.

osfm 6–6 7/8"

Sleeve and pant legs in the Youth Line can be lengthened as
much as 3" total, in 1" increments, by removing a stitch line.

hat sizing
standard hat size

System Builder at
sitkagear.com
Build the perfect
system

1

CHARCOAL

7

ASH

BLACK

elevated
FOREST

WATERFOWL

BURNT ORANGE

WOODSMOKE

SIZING AND COLORS

gear sizing

Waist

One of the key elements of Sitka
systems is form-fitting mobility.
Our sizing reflects that ideology.
If you’re just coming into Sitka
systems from the old-school way
of dressing to hunt, you may find
yourself thinking that our stuff is
a bit snug. Avoid the urge to buy
up a size. If you’re a “large,” our
size large is designed right for
you. The optimized functionality
of our garments is dependent
on the snug fit of our sizing. It
is designed to reduce bulk and
effectively maintain your microclimate. If you buy up a size to
obtain the traditional loose fit of
old-school clothing, some aspects
of performance are sacrificed.

solids

SIZING CHART

FOREST GREEN

2

3

How to Take Your Measurements
1) Hats

4) Waist size

Measure ½” above the ears around the forehead.

Measure around where you normally wear your pants,
keeping the tape measure a bit loose or putting one
finger between your body and the tape measure.

2) Sleeve measure
Bend your elbow and put your hand on your hip.
Measure from the center of the back of your neck,
along the shoulder and down the elbow to the
wrist bone.

3) Chest size
Take measurement under armpits, around
fullest part of chest and shoulder blades.

concealment
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5) Inseam
In a standing position, measure from your crotch
to where you want your pants to end, breaking at
the top of the shoe in the front and just above the
heel in the back.
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6) Gloves
With hand partially closed, measure over the
knuckles, around the hand, excluding the thumb.
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Customer Service: 877-SITKAGR
OUR WARRANTY: We stand behind every product we make. If you are unhappy with any of our products at the time you receive them,
feel free to send them back. Damage due to wear and tear will be repaired at a reasonable cost. For more details, visit our website
GORE-TEX, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY, WINDSTOPPER, OPTIFADE & designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Sitka Gear
1285 N. Rouse, Suite 2A
Bozeman, MT 59715
Phone: (877)-SITKAGR
Info@SitkaGear.com
www.SitkaGear.com

After two weeks in the backcountry of Northern B.C. chasing moose, Dusty
and Mike Lutt settled into their wall tent for the final night. Their boots
drying out, clothes on the line, fresh venison in the air, together with
a mixture of purple, black, blue, and a shade of green above, made for a
unforgettable ending to an epic adventure. PHOTO: Dusty Lutt

